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SUMMARY
The objective of the proposed work is to study the behavior of SiGe HBTs at
cryogenic temperatures and its relation to device scaling and optimization. Not only
is cryogenic operation of these devices required by space missions, but characteriz-
ing their cryogenic behavior also helps to investigate the performance limits of SiGe
HBTs and provides essential information for further device scaling. Technology com-
puter aided design (TCAD) and sophisticated on-wafer DC and RF measurements
are essential in this research.
Drift-diffusion (DD) theory is used to investigate a novel negative differential
resistance (NDR) effect and a collector current kink effect in first-generation SiGe
HBTs at deep cryogenic temperatures. A theory of positive feedback due to the
enhanced heterojunction barrier effect at deep cryogenic temperatures is proposed to
explain such effects. Intricate design of the germanium and base doping profiles can
greatly suppress both carrier freezeout and the heterojunction barrier effect, leading
to a significant improvement in the DC and RF performance for NASA lunar missions.
Furthermore, cooling is used as a tuning knob to better understand the perfor-
mance limits of SiGe HBTs. The consequences of cooling SiGe HBTs are in many
ways similar to those of combined vertical and lateral device scaling. A case study
of low-temperature DC and RF performance of prototype fourth-generation SiGe
HBTs is presented. This study summarizes the performance of all three prototypes
of these fourth-generation SiGe HBTs within the temperature range of 4.5 to 300 K.
Temperature dependence of a fourth-generation SiGe CML gate delay is also exam-
ined, leading to record performance of Si-based IC. This work helps to analyze the
key optimization issues associated with device scaling to terahertz speeds at room
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temperature. As an alternative method, an fT -doubler technique is presented as an
attempt to reach half-terahertz speeds. In addition, a roadmap for terahertz device
scaling is given, and the potential relevant physics associated with future device scal-
ing are examined. Subsequently, a novel superjunction collector design is proposed
for higher breakdown voltages. Hydrodynamic models are used for the TCAD studies
that complete this part of the work. Finally, Monte Carlo simulations are explored
in the analysis of aggressively-scaled SiGe HBTs.
A significant amount of this work has been published or submitted for publication
at various refereed conferences and journals, including IEEE International Electron
Device Meeting [18], IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices [19]-[22], IEEE Bipo-
lar/BiCMOS Circuits and Technology Meeting [23]-[27], IEEE Topical Meeting on
Silicon Monolithic Integrated Circuits in RF Systems [28], and IEEE Microwave The-
ory and Wireless Component Letters [29]. Master level research prior to this work
was completed in 2007 [30]. More specifically, details of this dissertation can be found
in the following refereed publications:
1. Discovery, explanation, and simulation of a novel cryogenic negative differential
resistance effect and a collector-current kink effect in first-generation SiGe HBTs
(Chapter II, also published as [18]).
2. Modeling of the above novel effects and study of their circuit implications
(Chapter II, also published as [19]).
3. Base profile optimization for improved RF performance at 43 K (Chapter III,
also published as [25]).
4. Record fmax achieved for all silicon-based technologies (Chapter IV, also pub-
lished as [23]).
5. The fastest CML/ECL gate delay achieved for all silicon-based technologies
and the first report of the temperature dependence of intrinsic base sheet resistance
in third-generation SiGe HBTs (Chapter IV, also published as [22]).
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5. A scaling path for SiGe HBTs explored through its relation to cryogenic oper-
ation of prototype fourth-generation SiGe HBTs (Chapter V, also published as [21]).
6. First demonstration of the fT -doubler technique in third-generation SiGe HBTs
to achieve half-THz performance (Chapter V, also published as [28]).
7. Invention of a superjunction collector design in high-speed bipolar transistors




Combining the high performance of III-V transistors with the low cost and high
yield of conventional silicon (Si) devices, silicon-germanium (SiGe) heterojunction
bipolar transistors (HBTs) have achieved great success in modern radio frequency
(RF) and millimeter-wave integrated circuit (IC) applications [1]. In addition to its
growing importance in these applications, the SiGe HBT is also being pursued for
a host of so-called “extreme environment applications [2]. Such applications in-
volve, for instance, operation under radiation exposure (e.g., for space exploration or
Earth orbit) [3], [4], as well as at reduced (cryogenic) temperatures (e.g., to 77 K or
even 4 K) [5]-[9]. Note that the surface of the Moon can reach as low as 43 K in
the shadowed polar craters. Meanwhile, the performance levels of the fully silicon-
manufacturing compatible SiGe HBT are steadily marching upward with generational
scaling [10]-[17], making the device a new contender for even higher frequency ranges.
The possibility of using highly integrated SiGe IC platforms for emerging communi-
cations and terahertz (THz) systems is highly appealing from a cost perspective.
1.1 Silicon Germanium Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors
The heterojunction (or heterostructure) bipolar transistor was first proposed by
W. Shockley in 1948 as a bipolar transistor with a wide-gap emitter [31]. In his
patent disclosure, Shockley described his invention as a device “in which one of the
separated zones is of semiconductive material having a wider energy gap than that of
the material in the other zones. Despite the great potential of these devices [32], [33],
manufacturable HBTs did not exist until the 1970’s when a few epitaxial technologies
(e.g. liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE), molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), and metal-organic
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chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD)) made the highly advanced HBTs routinely
available [34]]. Since then, heterojunction transistors made from III-V materials have
achieved a great success [35]-[37].
Such bandgap-engineering was applied to silicon-based transistors in the 1980’s,
and SiGe HBTs gradually became a strong candidate for RF to millimeter-wave com-
munication ICs. Combining conventional shallow and deep trench isolation with
CMOS back-end-of-line (BEOL) processing, one can integrate SiGe HBTs and Si
CMOS devices on the same wafer. This so-called SiGe BiCMOS technology is 100%
silicon manufacturing compatible [38].
Strictly speaking, a SiGe HBT is a double-heterojunction bipolar transistor (DHBT)
as defined in [34]. Both the emitter and collector silicon material have a wider bandgap
than that of the SiGe in the epitaxial base. The heterojunction in the emitter-base
(EB) junction prevents the back-injection of the holes from base to emitter, thus
increasing the current gain (β); the electric field resulting from the graded bandgap
decreases the base transit time (τB); the heterojunction at the collector-base (CB)
junction also increases the Early voltage (VA) [39]. The performance of SiGe HBTs
has seen steady improvement in the past decade [10]-[17]. Now the fourth-generation
SiGe HBT has a cutoff frequency (fT ) of 300 GHz, a maximum oscillation frequency
(fmax) of 350 GHz, and an open-base emitter-collector breakdown voltage (BVCEO)
of 1.7 V [15]. Other competitors have recently reported transistors with fmax higher
than 400 GHz [41], [17].
Table 1 summarizes the performance of the four generations of IBM SiGe HBTs
as measured by the author. Here the technologies 5HP/6HP, 7HP, 8HP, and 9T are
typical representatives of the first-, second-, third-, and fourth-generation SiGe HBTs,
and technological details can be found in [40] and [15].
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Table 1: List of key parameters of IBM SiGe HBTs
Parameters 5HP 6HP 7HP 8HP 9T
Lithographic node (µm) 0.5 0.25 0.18 0.13 0.13
fT (GHz) 47 47 120 210 300
fmax (GHz) 65 65 100 285 350
β 100 100 350 300 650
BVCEO (V) 3.4 3.4 1.8 1.7 1.7
BVCBO (V) 10.5 10.5 6.5 5.5 5.6
JC @ peak fT (mA/µm
2) 1.5 1.5 8 12 19
1.2 SiGe HBTs for Cryogenic Applications
SiGe HBTs are ideal candidates for the emerging cryogenic applications, including
the NASA space missions.
1.2.1 Space Missions at Cryogenic Ambient Temperatures
Lunar missions require numerous digital, analog, and mixed-signal circuit blocks
for data conversion and processing, RF communication circuits, power conditioning,
actuation, control, and sensor interfaces. These are mostly mixed-signal circuits that
require excellent reliability and immunity to the high radiation levels in extraterres-
trial environments.
Fig. 1 shows an ideal lunar robotic system on a rover that has electronics, sensors,
and actuators for control. The distributed sensor and actuator networks monitor the
health and performance of the rover. One of the major challenges for this system
is the extreme temperature conditions on the lunar surface, where the temperature
ranges from -180C (93 K) at lunar night to +120C (393 K) during the day. The
shadowed polar craters can even reach -230C, precluding the use of conventional
terrestrial electronics for sensing, actuation, and control under ambient conditions.
The conventional method of preventing the electronic system from being damaged
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Figure 1: Architecture of a lunar robotic system using SiGe mixed-signal circuits
(Courtesy of Dr. John D. Cressler).
by the cold environment is to use a “warm box that is heavy, power hungry, and
results in reliability issues [2]. The distributive nature of the sensing networks causes
serious wiring and placement issues within the “warm box. Therefore, semiconductor
ICs that can operate at the extreme ambient environment are highly desirable for
eliminating the need for a “warm box.
Another promising application is the lunar surface communication system (Fig. 2),
which enables astronauts to communicate with each other or the rovers through RF
wireless phones. Again, these devices have to operate at the extreme ambient envi-
ronment to ensure the mobility of the dispersed communication system. In addition
to the reliability requirement, semiconductor devices for such applications need to
provide consistent RF performance across the entire temperature range. However,
the majority of semiconductor transistors currently available on the market cannot
meet this requirement.
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Figure 2: Illustration of a lunar surface communication system.
1.2.2 Cryogenic Performance of SiGe HBTs
Unlike conventional Si BJTs, whose cryogenic performance is limited by the heavy
doping-induced emitter bandgap narrowing and the increased base transit time (τB)
due to the higher electron diffusivity [39], SiGe technology is a natural fit for such
niche applications because it possesses inherent ionizing radiation tolerance as fabri-
cated, and the impact of bandgap engineering on the speed of SiGe HBTs is in general
favorably affected by cooling.
SiGe voltage references are now flying in the NASA MISSE-6 mission (on the inter-
national space station), and more SiGe electronic sub-systems using first-generation
SiGe HBTs for sensing, actuation, and robotics on the Moon are under development
as a part of the NASA exploratory technology development program. Meanwhile, an-
other logical application of SiGe would be in cryogenically-enabled wireless S, Ka, and
K-band communication systems. Improving the RF performance of first-generation
SiGe HBTs below 100 K becomes necessary in this context.
Pioneering work on cooled SiGe HBTs has demonstrated improved performance
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at cryogenic temperatures [39]. Nevertheless, such cooling-induced performance en-
hancements were not dramatic, partly due to the relatively small bandgap grading
used in first-generation SiGe HBTs, together with the finite base freezeout associated
with the modest base doping [5]. However, cooling has been reported to improve
the speed of more advanced SiGe HBTs, partly because it magnifies the favorable
effects of bandgap engineering. For instance, the peak fT and fmax of the SiGe HBT
in reference [41] increase from 253 and 281 GHz at 300 K to 404 and 443 GHz at
50 K. The highest fT reported to-date has exceeded 600 GHz at deep cryogenic tem-
peratures [42]. Our group has recently reported the first half-terahertz SiGe HBT (a
prototype fourth-generation SiGe HBT) reaching fT = 510 GHz, fmax = 276 GHz, and
BVCEO = 1.36 V at 4.5 K (fT = 352 GHz, fmax = 241 GHz, and BVCEO = 1.47 V at
300 K) [43]. Based on these initial results, further optimization was made to achieve a
more balanced fT/fmax of 463 / 618 GHz at 4.5 K, as reported in [23]. This optimiza-
tion leads to a scaling path that will be discussed in more detail in this work. Thus,
cooling can be used as an effective way to better understand the ultimate scaling
limits of SiGe HBTs.
Clearly, however, a detailed understanding of the subtleties of device operation
under these extreme temperatures is required if circuit applications are to follow.
Unusual phenomena can indeed be found in SiGe HBTs, especially at very low tem-
peratures. Trap-assisted tunneling, for example, induces a minority carrier transport
mechanism that can produce a non-ideal collector current component at temperatures
below 77 K [44]. In addition, an I-V hysteresis and negative differential resistance
(NDR) were recently observed in the forced-IB output characteristics of aggressively-
scaled fourth-generation SiGe HBTs, and they were shown to be the result of enhanced
tunneling and recombination at high injection and at cryogenic temperatures [44].
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1.2.3 Heterojunction Barrier Effect
High-injection effects deviate the performance of a bipolar transistor from ideal,
because mobile charge concentration is too high for low-injection assumptions to
be justified. Among them, the Webster-Rittner effect and the Kirk effect are the
most significant high-injection effects for bipolar transistors in general. The former
results from the over-simplified assumption of the hole concentration in the base re-
gion [45], [46], and the latter is associated with the base push-out at high injection [47].
Both effects give rise to a β roll-off, and the Kirk effect also degrades τB.
According to a brief calculation in [48], the Webster effect is not pronounced in
modern SiGe HBTs, whereas all modern SiGe HBTs are operated in the high-injection
regime for the Kirk effect in order to maximize fT [48]. In those HBTs where base and
collector materials are different, the heterojunction barrier effect (HBE) accompanies
the Kirk effect.
As a band edge phenomenon, HBE becomes increasingly important in SiGe HBTs
as the operating temperature decreases, due to its thermally-activated nature. HBE
was first observed in GaAs/GaAlAs HBTs [49], [50]. Theory predicting the high-
injection HBE in SiGe HBTs was presented in [51]. HBE was later investigated in
the measurement of SiGe HBTs operating at low temperatures and has been shown
to strongly impact both DC and AC device performance [52]. Subsequent research
focused on both the optimization of SiGe HBTs in the presence of HBE across tem-
perature [53] and improving compact modeling for circuit designs [54]. These inves-
tigations were conducted at temperatures above 77 K, however, and thus HBE was
not assessed at very deep cryogenic temperatures such as liquid helium (4.2 K).
To date, the impact of SiGe HBT technology scaling on HBE as a function of
temperature has not been carefully addressed. HBE is particularly important for
scaling, since both the collector doping and the Ge concentration associated with
scaling directly affect HBE. As is demonstrated in this work, an understanding of the
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physics of HBE is useful for both compact modeling and device optimization.
1.3 SiGe HBTs for Terahertz Systems
The semiconductor device community is rapidly entering the terahertz era. Re-
searchers are pushing to demonstrate useful solid-state transistors and the resulting
circuits that are capable of operation in the THz regime, defined as sub-millimeter
waves from 300 GHz to 3 THz [55].
1.3.1 Terahertz Systems
The major driving forces for THz solid-state devices are high-frequency commu-
nications, radars, and various niche THz applications, as discussed in [55], [56]. In
high-frequency communications and radars, higher bandwidth transistors are desir-
able in a number of applications. For instance, optical fiber communications require
active amplifiers in decision circuits, multiplexers, and phase-lock loops operating
at 100 GHz clock frequency and above [56]. High fT and fmax are also demanded
in microwave, millimeter-wave, and submillimeter-wave transceiver designs, where
progressive improvements in transistor bandwidth enable the evolution of communi-
cations and radar ICs to higher frequency operation. In addition, faster transistors
enable the wider-band mixed-signal ICs (e.g., analog-to-digital converters, digital-
to-analog converters, etc.) to improve the resolution of radars and communications
systems [57]. Meanwhile, THz applications are starting to expand from the initial
niche markets of Earth, planetary, and space science [58]-[61] to the larger commer-
cial markets of biomedical imaging, non-metallic object detection, quality control,
and secure communications [62]. Of the many THz components currently being used,
THz sensors are made from heterodyne semiconductors, heterodyne superconductors,
and novel direct detectors (e.g., Schottky diodes and quantum-dot single-photon de-
tectors); THz sources are normally obtained through numerous optical methods [55].
However, lacking available amplifiers and oscillators made of active semiconductor
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transistors becomes a bottleneck.
In addition, improved bandwidth in a transistor generally correlates well with
improved RF performance (higher gain and lower noise), and thus THz transistors
can dramatically widen the design margins of RF through millimeter-wave circuits
and systems [63], [64]. A wide variety of space electronics platforms (analog, digital,
and RF) designed to operate at space/planetary ambient conditions without bulky
and power-hungry heating units can be enabled by high bandwidth transistors.
1.3.2 Terahertz Semiconductor Transistors
Recent research has focused on expanding THz options from two-terminal devices
(e.g., Schottky diodes) to three-terminal devices (transistors).
Recently, significant progress has been achieved in the frequency response of III-V
HBTs and high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs). InP-based HEMTs have very
recently achieved a peak fT / fmax of 385 GHz / 1.2 THz [65] and 610 / 305 GHz [66],
but practical applications of such devices will be limited by their low breakdown
voltages, as compared to InP-based HBTs. The current record for fT is 765 GHz for an
InP/InGaAs HBT (fmax = 227 GHz and BVCEO = 1.65 V (at low injection)) [67], and
the record fmax is 755 GHz for another InP-based HBT variant whose fT = 416 GHz
and BVCEO=4.60 V [68].
Clearly, it will be highly desirable to achieve these levels of performance in the
silicon material system, which will result in the favorable yield, cost, thermal con-
ductivity, integration level, and economy-of-scale associated with silicon IC manufac-
turing. The higher frequency application of silicon-based transistors is an obvious
path enabled by high-performance niche markets first pioneered by III-V transistors.
The powerful advantages enjoyed by silicon manufacturing can prove compelling in
the end, provided that the silicon-based circuits can satisfy the performance require-
ments. This trend is evidenced by the successful recent advance of strained Si CMOS
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and SiGe HBTs into millimeter-wave radio circuits at 60-100 GHz, the classic domains
of III-V devices [69]-[78].
The fastest silicon RF CMOS transistor to-date features a peak fT of 360 GHz
and fmax of 420 GHz at the 65 nm technology node [79]. Unlike bipolar transistors,
for which device-to-device matching generally improves with technology scaling due
to the increase in doping levels, CMOS devices face increasingly challenging problems
with matching because of the larger relative variations in lateral dimensions at highly-
scaled technology nodes. Increased short-channel effects and the high-k dielectrics
with metal gate, widely used in the more advanced technology nodes, produce even
more serious device matching issues. In addition, the poor output conductance, high
leakage currents, degraded low-frequency noise, and low breakdown voltages associ-
ated with highly-scaled RF CMOS present serious challenges for circuit designers,
often forcing them to explore (time-consuming) circuit innovations to meet circuit
and system performance goals.
Meanwhile, fully Si-manufacturing compatible SiGe HBTs are themselves making
rapid in-roads into RF through millimeter-wave circuit applications. The possibility
of using highly integrated SiGe IC platforms at a much more modest lithography node
(SiGe HBTs enjoy about a two-generation lithographic scaling advantage over CMOS
for fixed performance) for emerging communications and THz systems is highly ap-
pealing from a cost perspective. It is illuminating to examine the performance trends
for both SiGe HBTs and III-V HBTs in the fT -BVCEO plane (Fig. 3). In this figure,
the “UIUC data were extracted from [67]; the “UCSB data were provided by Dr.
M. Rodwell at the University of California, Santa Barbara; and the “ETH data were
extracted from [85] and [86].
While blind projections from such plots can be misleading, we would point out
that trends in SiGe HBT performance suggest that THz levels of performance in
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Figure 3: The BVCEO-fT plane of all generations of SiGe HBTs and several examples
of record-setting InP-based HBTs, with fT ×BVCEO contours indicated.
enormous advantages in integration capability and cost associated with silicon-based
manufacturing. It should also be appreciated that the BVCEO of SiGe HBTs remains
roughly constant at all collector current levels, which is significantly different from its
III-V HBT counterparts, whose safe operating range of VCE is almost halved when
biased at peak fT as compared to low injection.
1.3.3 ECL/CML Ring Oscillator Gate Delay
Emitter-coupled logic (ECL) and current mode logic (CML) represent the funda-
mental building block for modern ultra-high-speed bipolar-based digital systems, and
the ECL/CML ring oscillator gate delay (τgate) remains a simple and powerful metric
for assessing overall technology performance, since it provides more information than
that which is captured by fT and fmax and is hence a better figure-of-merit for digital
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circuit applications [39].
The fastest room-temperature τgate reported for Si-based technologies to date is
2.5 ps, with a 300 mV signal swing (4V ) [80], very close to the best τgate reported
for III-V technologies (2.2 ps with a similar 4V ) [81]. The last report of a SiGe
ring oscillator being operated below 100 K was over a decade ago, when τgate was
found to decrease from 25.4 ps at 300 K down to 21.9 ps at 84 K [82]. Given the
superior cryogenic performance of more advanced SiGe HBTs, it is of great interest for
researchers to revisit the potential using of SiGe ECL/CML logic for niche cryogenic
instrumentation and detection systems [83],[84].
1.3.4 Vertical and Lateral Scaling in SiGe HBTs
The optimized scaling of SiGe HBTs involves a coordinated reduction in both
vertical and lateral dimensions. In vertical scaling, one usually decreases the base
width (WB) while increasing base and collector doping level (NB and NC) to decrease
the base, CB SCR, and collector transit times (τB, τCSCL, and τC). Detailed process
innovations to achieve vertical scaling are discussed in [87]. A direct consequence of
vertical scaling is the natural increase in β, with peak β increasing monotonically
from about 100 in first-generation SiGe HBTs to almost 800 in fourth-generation
SiGe HBTs.
The fT of an HBT is dependent on vertical scaling, and the contribution of each
component to the total τEC has been investigated in [56] and [63]. However, τBE,
which represents a trade-off between the transit time through the BE SCR and the
charging of the BE junction capacitance, has been neglected by most of the previous
works on scaling (e.g. [56], [63], and [38]) partly because it is hard to decouple τBE
from τB and τE [88]. Only recently did a study show that τBE can be larger than the
sum of τB and τC [89].
Unfortunately, BVCEO degrades with increasing NC . Also, the vertical scaling
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alone inevitably causes larger device parasitics (e.g., base resistance (RB) and CB
junction capacitance (CBC)). While these larger parasitics do not necessarily degrade
fT at sufficiently high operating currents, they do directly degrade fmax. In a circuit
context, a more balanced set of fT and fmax is often highly desirable. Therefore,
transistors for millimeter-wave amplification need to maintain fmax>fT>fmax/2 [90].
To compensate for the fmax degradation that results from vertical scaling, lateral
scaling must also be employed to decrease RB and CBC . The higher β, fT , and lower
RB associated with coordinated device scaling also naturally improve the broadband
noise performance, as captured by the minimum noise figure expression in [63]. The
base current shot noise and thermal noise caused by RB improve with scaling, and
the typical room-temperature minimum noise figure (NFmin) at 15 GHz at 300 K for
first, second, third, and fourth-generation SiGe HBTs are 2.6, 1.5, 0.97 and 0.8 dB,
respectively.
Shrinking the lateral dimensions, however, presents additional difficulties in RE
and RC reduction because of the smaller junction contact area, and therefore funda-
mental trade-offs exist and a balanced approach to vertical and lateral scaling must
be used. There are ways to mitigate these trade-offs, including raising the extrinsic
base and adding a selectively implanted collector (SIC) region [87]. These approaches
have been successfully employed to advance the fT and fmax (at the same rate of
improvement) of commercially-available SiGe HBT technologies.
1.3.5 Non-Equilibrium Base Transport
Conventional Si bipolar transistor theory is based on the classic DD equations, and
the minority carrier transport in the base is assumed to be dominated by scattering.
Therefore the carrier temperature is best reflected in the slope of collector current











With sufficient vertical profile scaling, however, non-equilibrium base transport
can occur when the carrier mean free path length (lp) exceeds the neutral base width.
This non-classic base transport was predicted in Si BJTs by Monte Carlo simula-
tions [91] and was observed indirectly in AlInAs/InGaAs transistors by fitting β as a
function of 1/WB [92]. The threshold of WB for non-equilibrium transport at room
temperature is still under investigation, and is predicted to be less than 10 nm [93].
Meanwhile, such non-classical electron transport has been inferred in SiGe HBTs
operating at low temperatures [94], where cooling decreases electron-phonon scatter-
ing, increases lp, and thus makes the base transport more “quasi-ballistic. In this
case, the effective electron temperature, as derived from the slope of IC , is expected
to increase above the ambient temperature when non-equilibrium transport becomes
increasingly important.
1.4 Negative Differential Resistance
Research on negative differential resistance (NDR) dates to the advent of semicon-
ductor devices, when different mechanisms of NDR and their applications were studied
extensively. Three mechanisms are primarily responsible for NDR in semiconductors,
which are: field-excited transfer of electrons from a low-mass valley to a high-mass
valley of the conduction band [95]-[97], field induced capture of electrons [98], [99],
and Fowler-Nordheim tunneling of electrons in wide-gap materials[100].
These negative resistance effects, however, are intrinsic properties of the related
III-V materials, and thus are irrelevant to the group-IV semiconductors (e.g., Si and
Ge). Meanwhile, semiconductor tunnel structures that exhibit NDR can be found
in both III-V and group-IV devices, examples including Esaki diodes [101], double-
barrier resonant tunneling diodes [102], single-barrier tunneling diodes [103], [104],
and resonant interband tunneling devices soderstrom89apl. The integration of reso-
nant tunneling devices into commercially-available IC processing (e.g., in Si) has been
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recently pursued for mixed-signal and fast digital (logic/memory) applications [106]-
[113]. Other silicon-based NDR transistors include such devices as bistable gated
bipolar transistors that are of potential interest to digital circuits [114], [115]. Com-
pared to all such NDR devices, the NDR effects described in the current work have a
fundamentally different physical origin.
1.5 Higher Breakdown Voltage Design
In circuit applications, a higher transistor breakdown voltage enables higher output
power and power added efficiency in power amplifier, as well as better signal-to-noise
ratio and more circuit topology options in all circuit designs. For bipolar transistors,
three types of breakdown voltages are particularly important: Open-base breakdown
voltage (BVCEO) represents the worst case scenario, and BVCEO is usually recom-
mended by design kits as the maximum rail voltage (VCC); CB junction breakdown
voltage (BVCBO or BVCBS) represents the best case scenario, and even the best circuit
topology cannot be biased higher than BVCBO; the critical voltage (BVCB,crit) hap-
pens when current crowding reaches pinch-in. BVCB,crit is always between BVCEO
and BVCBO, and is usually closer to BVCBO. While BVCBO is only related to the
multiplication factor in the CB junction, BVCEO is also determined by β. The mod-
eling of BVCB,crit is more complicated, and involves 3-D analysis. However, lowering
impact ionization in the CB junction improves all three breakdown voltages.
1.5.1 Speed / Breakdown Voltage Trade-Off
In device scaling, there has always been an increasing interest in pursuing higher
breakdown voltages in semiconductor devices. For example, a well-documented trade-
off exists between the device on-state resistance and the breakdown voltage in high-
power device designs.
In our high-speed devices, there also exists a fundamental trade-off between the
device speed (e.g. fT ) and breakdown voltage (e.g. BVCEO and BVCBO) [118], [119].
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Normally higher fT can be achieved by increasing the doping level of the SIC re-
gion. In this way, the CB SCR region shrinks, giving rise to shorter carrier transit
times. However, such a method degrades the impact ionization within the CB SCR,
causing higher multiplication factors (M-1) and lower breakdown voltages (BVCEO
and BVCBO), which can potentially compromise both the RF output power and the
signal-to-noise ratio of the relevant systems. This issue has already become critical in
highly-scaled SiGe HBTs, whose fT and fmax have well exceeded the 100 GHz regime.
Recent research bodes well for further scaling toward half-terahertz (500+ GHz) per-
formance at room temperature [80]. In pursuit of higher BVCEO with little degrada-
tion in the AC performance, device engineers have had to sacrifice half of β for about
0.1 V increase in BVCEO.
More complicated collector profile designs have been proposed in GaAs HBTs to
improve the speed / breakdown voltage trade-off. For example, [120] uses a i-p+-n+
collector to form an inverted field that keeps the electrons staying in the Γ-valley to
improve the device speed. Nevertheless, this method is for GaAs devices only, and
does not apply to Si BJTs and SiGe HBTs. The work in [121] uses a double-collector
design to form a high-low doping profile in the collector of an AlGaAs/GaAs HBT.
This method has been tried many times in state-of-the-art SiGe HBTs and has been
proven ineffective through numerous simulation efforts.
1.5.2 History of Superjunctions
The superjunction is formed with multiple alternating p-type and n-type thin layers.
The idea of using a superjunction to improve the breakdown voltage has been applied
to semiconductor power devices for two decades [122]-[128].
In a conventional PN junction, the electric field peaks at one point only, where
impact ionization degrades significantly and causes breakdown to happen. By using
alternating doping types in the high-electric field region, the superjunction flattens
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out the electric field inside the SCR and therefore sustains a higher voltage across the
SCR at the same impact ionization rate. This design facilitates the use of high-power
devices with higher doping level in the substrate, which results in lower on-state
resistivity. In fact, all the designs in [122]-[128] use the superjunction in the body or
substrate of a field effect transistor, a bipolar transistor, a PIN diode, or a rectifier
to improve the trade-off between the on-state resistivity and the off-state breakdown
voltage.
For bipolar transistors, a superjunction was used in the depletable lateral collector
region of a bipolar transistor to improve the trade-off between the collector resistance
and the breakdown voltage [129]. This design is for high power bipolar transistors
only, as can be clearly seen from the lateral depletable collector structure. Such a
design does not improve device speed and RF or millimeter-wave frequency response
at a fixed breakdown voltage.
All the superjunction devices mentioned above are high-power devices, in which
very high bias voltages (above 50 V) are usually desired, and device performance
above 1 GHz is not a concern. The superjunction is used to improve the trade-off
between the device off-state breakdown voltage and the on-state resistance.
1.6 From Drift-Diffusion to Monte Carlo
The semiclassical particle (an electron or a hole) in semiconductor devices is an
approximation of quantum mechanical waves. The equations that are used to describe
the carrier behavior in device physics and TCAD simulations represent different levels
of approximations, each sacrificing calculation accuracy for acceptable simulation
complexity.
The most fundamental equations that govern the trajectory of an electron in the














= −∇rEC (~r, t) + FS (~r, t) . (2)
Equation (1) describes the velocity of the semiclassical particle in the position




represents the band structure
of the semiconductor. Equation (2) looks like Newton’s law in the momentum space,
where EC is bottom of the conduction band, and FS (~r, t) represents the random force





, one reaches the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE):
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where ~E is the electric field and 











∇r · ~Jn +Gn −Rn, (4)
where, Jn = −nq~v; Gn, Rn, and ~v are current density, electron generation rate, elec-
tron recombination rate, and the average velocity, respectively. With proper assump-
tions [130]-[132] and assuming µ, Dn, and ~E are the electron mobility, the diffusion
coefficient, and electric field, respectively, the first moment leads to the drift-diffusion
(DD) equation:
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~Jn = nqµ~E + qDn∇rn. (5)
Equation (5) assumes that carriers are in thermal equilibrium, and that variables
such as field-dependent mobilities and diffusivities respond instantaneously to changes
in the electric field. If non-local effects such as velocity overshoot are required to be
considered, equation (5) must be modified to include carrier temperatures that are
different from the lattice temperature [133].
The second and third moments of the distribution function give the continuity
equations for the energy density and the energy flux:
∂nw
∂t
+∇r · ~JW − qn~v · ~E = CW ; (6)
~JW = nwµE ~E +∇r (nDEw) . (7)
where CW is the energy collision term; w is the average carrier energy; ~JW , µE and
DE are carrier energy flux, energy transport mobility and energy diffusion coefficient
respectively. Details of equations (6) and (7) can be found in [130]. In conventional
SiGe HBTs at room temperature, where the electron kinetic energy is assumed to
respond instantaneously to the magnitude of the electric field, equations (4), (5) and
Poisson’s equation are sufficient for describing the carrier behavior. In fact, DD has
been used to explain the physics of most bipolar semiconductor devices in the past
few decades [134].
Under high electric fields or in highly-scaled transistors, however, the electron
temperature can be higher than the lattice temperature. Therefore, equation (5)
needs to be modified to account for non-local effects in the CB junction, as well as for
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the base transport. In addition, higher moments of BTE (equations (6) and (7)) are
required for hydrodynamic simulation. When both DD and hydrodynamic approaches
fail to be accurate enough in the aggressively-scaled SiGe HBTs, one needs to return
to equations (1) and (2) by averaging the results from a large number of simulated
trajectories. This method is called the Monte Carlo technique [131], [135].
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CHAPTER II
NOVEL NEGATIVE DIFFERENTIAL RESISTANCE
EFFECT AND COLLECTOR-CURRENT KINK EFFECT
Since the NASA ETDP project employs IBM 5AM (similar to 5HP described in
Chapter 1) SiGe HBT BiCMOS technology, all data presented in this chapter are
from the commercially-available 5AM unless specifically indicated. The technology
details of the first, third, and fourth-generation SiGe HBTs can be found in [10], [12],
and [13]. The AC and DC test structures were specially designed for NASA ETDP,
and information regarding test structure designs can be found in [30].
2.1 Novel Experimental Effects
The cryogenic device measurements were made using an on-wafer, open-cycle, liquid
helium cryogenic probe system capable of DC to 40 GHz operation from 350 K to 5 K.
The system thermometry was calibrated by comparing device characteristics inside
the system with those measured directly immersed in both liquid nitrogen (77.3 K)
and liquid helium (4.2 K). The temperature accuracy is believed to be better than
1 K, and is stable at intermediate temperatures. An Agilent 4156 Semiconductor
Parameter Analyser was used for DC device characterization, and an Agilent 8510C
Vector Network Analyzer was used for AC measurements. Standard calibration and
de-embedding techniques were used at each measurement temperature.
2.1.1 Negative Differential Resistance Effect
A new device effect, a negative differential resistance (NDR) region in the forced-VBE
output characteristics, is consistently observed of these first-generation SiGe HBTs
operating at high-injection at deep cryogenic temperatures (Fig. 4). A control Si BJT
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(with nearly the same doping profile but without Ge) was also measured and no NDR
is observed in Fig. 4, indicating that this NDR effect is clearly Ge-induced.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the measured forced-VBE output characteristics of the SiGe
HBT and the control Si BJT at 43 K.
The magnitude of NDR in a first-generation SiGe HBT, is obviously temperature
dependent, increasing in magnitude as temperature decreases from 93 K to 5.4 K
(Fig. 5). The NDR is almost negligible at 93 K, and disappears entirely at temperature
> 93 K. The excess collector current (4IC) of the SiGe HBT is defined as the collector
current difference directly before and after the observed NDR occurs, or,
4IC = IC,peak − IC,valley, (8)
where IC,peak (the peak current) is the maximum collector current immediately before
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Figure 5: Measured forced-VBE output characteristics of a SiGe HBT at (a)5.4 K,
(b) 43 K, (c) 93 K, and (d) 162 K. NDR is observed in (a)–(c).
the NDR, and IC,valley (the valley current) is the minimum collector current immedi-
ately after the NDR . The 4IC is proportional to IC,peak to the first order (Fig. 6).
To quantitatively assess the temperature dependence of the NDR, an excess current


















where Avg() means the mathematical average value.
In the literature, peak-to-valley current ratio (PV CR) is more often used as a























































Figure 6: The excess current for NDR (defined as the IC difference before and after
the NDR occurs) in the forced-VBE output characteristics as a function of collector
current at 5.4 K, 43 K and 93 K. Inset shows the linear fit for the excess current ratio
(defined as the excess current divided by IC before the NDR) across temperatures.
For convenience and better insight, ECR is used in the present thesis, but can be







The extracted ECR linearly increases as temperature decreases from 93 K to
5.4 K, as shown in the inset of Fig. 6. The ECR as a function of temperature (T )
can be quantitatively expressed as,
ECR(T ) = a · T + b, (12)
with fitting parameters a = −0.00367 K−1 and b = 0.38282. Equation (12) can
be used to predict the magnitude of NDR for any given collector-current level at
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any temperature for this SiGe technology, and can be similarly applied to any SiGe
process technology as a design aid. For reference, the resultant PV CR is 1.3 at 43 K
and rises to 1.6 at 5.4 K. These are reasonable values for NDR, given that similar
PV CR numbers are reported in resonant tunneling diodes (Table 2).
Table 2: Comparison of PV CR in SiGe HBTs and in different Si resonant tunneling
diodes
Reference Device PVCR Temperature (K)
This work SiGe HBT 1.3 43
1.6 5.4
[116] Si/SiGe double barrier diodes 1.2 room-T
1.5 77
[106] Si/SiGe RTD 2.9 room-T
[117] Si Esaki diode 1.12 - 1.08 4.2 - 325
2.1.2 Collector-Current Kink Effect
An anomalous collector current kink is also observed in the Gummel characteristics
of the SiGe HBT at temperatures below about 100 K (Fig. 7). The IC kink effect is
characterized by a sharp IC increase at a given VBE, resulting in a large “spike in
the transconductance (gm), as shown in the dotted curve in Fig. 8).
From a careful examination of the temperature-dependent Gummel characteristics
in Fig. 7, the IC kink can be seen to be clearly associated with the onset of classical
HBE, since the IC kink occurs at the identical VBE as the sharp IB increase produced
by HBE. However, the observed IC increase is fundamentally different from the impact
of conventional HBE on the device, where IC is clamped (decreases) because of the
induced conduction band barrier at the SiGe-Si base-collector heterojunction [52],
[54]. Note that conventional HBE theory predicts a resultant decrease, not an in-
crease, in IC under these conditions, and thus is clearly different from what have
been previously reported in the context of HBE.
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Figure 7: Measured Gummel characteristics of the SiGe HBT at 43 K, 93 K, and
162 K. The IC kink effect can be observed at 93 K and below, together with the
sudden IB increase representing the onset of heterojunction barrier effect (HBE).
Neither the IC kink nor the resultant gm spike can be found in the control Si
BJT at 43 K (Fig. 9), again highlighting the Ge-dependence of this unique effect. In
addition, measurements of the emitter-base diode of the SiGe HBT over temperature,
while leaving collector terminal open, shows no such kink effect in the diode current,
which further demonstrates that the effect is not associated with the emitter-base
(EB) junction.
In fact, the NDR observed in the forced-VBE output characteristics, and the IC
kink in the Gummel characteristics, are produced by the same physical mechanism.
Fig. 8 shows the Gummel characteristics at different VCB’s on a linear scale, and
indicates that a smaller VCB results in a suddenly (and unexpectedly) higher IC at
certain bias points (e.g., points A and B in Figs. 4 and 8), since the sudden increase in
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AE = 0.5 x 2.5 m
2
T = 43K, VCB=-0.7, -0.5, 0, 1.0 V
 gm (VCB = 0.0 V)
Figure 8: Measured Gummel characteristics (with currents on a linear scale) of the
SiGe HBT at 43 K and at different VCB’s. Also shown is the transistor transconduc-
tance (gm) at VCB = 0 V. Points A and B correspond to points A and B in Fig. 4,
indicating the intrinsic relationship between NDR and the kink effect.
IC occurs at smaller VBE for lower VCB. This produces an NDR region in the forced-
VBE output characteristics, where higher VCE produces a lower IC , as illustrated
explicitly in Fig. 4.
Finally, any possibility of device oscillation during measurement as a physical
origin of the observed NDR has been systematically eliminated. The fact that a
control Si BJT does not show these novel NDR effects is important in this context,
because the Si BJT is identical to the SiGe HBT in every way including the de-
vice and pad layout, and used an identical measurement setup. Various additional
techniques were used to ensure the robustness of the data. First, measurements were
repeated on several different experimental setups, including: 1) an on-wafer cryogenic
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Figure 9: Measured Gummel characteristics of the control Si BJT at 43 K and at
VCB = 0 V and VCB = −0.5 V. Also shown is the transistor transconductance (gm)
at VCB = 0 V.
probe station with measurements using co-linear DC probes that are designed specifi-
cally for low temperature measurements; 2) an on-wafer cryogenic probe station with
measurements using G-S-G shielded probes on different AC test structures; and 3) a
closed-cycle helium cryostat system using 28-pin DIP packages and wire-bonded sam-
ples. These three distinct setups produce consistent and repeatable results. Second,
test structures with different device layouts were measured. Besides the standard test
structures provided by IBM, different AC and DC test structures are also designed
and measured, and all show identical results. Third, devices of different geometries
were measured. Large-sized HBTs are known to be generally more immune to oscilla-
tions because of the smaller impact of layout parasitics. In addition to the standard
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0.5×2.5 and 0.5×1.0 µm2 SiGe HBTs, we also measured the 0.5×20×2 µm2 power
transistor. All of these devices show the same novel NDR effects. Fourth, differ-
ent measurement techniques were used in the 4155/4156 Semiconductor Parameter
Analyzer in order to verify that the data are robust. For instance, sweeping VBE
in both directions produces exactly the same Gummel characteristics, and sweeping
VCE in both directions produces identical output characteristics. “Long vs. “short
integration times on the 4155/4156 was also chosen for the NDR and IC kink effect
regions of the curves, showing no differences. Measuring a single bias point over a
certain period of time was also adopted in the NDR and IC kink effect regions, and
produced stable and reproducible results. In summary, we have taken great pains
to ensure that the reported data are robust, and we have high confidence that the
observed effects are in fact real.
2.2 Review of the Heterojunction Barrier Effect
The measurement results in the previous section strongly suggest a direct con-
nection between the observed NDR and IC kink with classical HBE. However, since
conventional HBE theory in HBTs predicts only an IC decrease and a sudden increase
in IB at a VBE (JC) sufficient to turn-on HBE for any fixed VCB [54], we must revisit
the physical origins of HBE, and explicitly examine how device operation at deep
cryogenic temperatures can change the coupling of HBE to the transistor response.
In homojunction bipolar transistors, high-injection performance is mainly limited
by Kirk effect [47] and Webster-Rittner effect [45], [46]. In heterojunction bipolar
transistors operating at high injection, however, the combination of Kirk effect and
HBE limit device performance. Physically, in HBE, when JC gets sufficiently large,
the increased minority carrier concentration in the CB space charge region acts to
compensate the local ionized donors, causing the original CB electric field to collapse.
Classical Kirk effect pushes the boundary of the CB space charge region further into
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the selectively implanted collector (SIC) region, gradually exposing the Si/SiGe het-
erojunction interface that was originally masked by the band bending in the CB space
charge region. The exposure of the valence band barrier induces a conduction band
barrier that blocks the hole injection into SIC needed to maintain charge neutrality,
producing a pile-up of holes at the hetero-interface. This local hole accumulation
in-turn leads to a conduction band barrier that opposes electron transport from the
base to the collector, rapidly degrading both DC and AC device performance.
Based on the quantitative theory of Liang et al. [54], the deviation of charge in the
base (4Qb) as a function of JC due to the barrier effect can be expressed as follows,
















where C is a (constant) fitting parameter, 4EC,barrier is the height of the conduction
band barrier, and JC,barrier is the critical onset current density for barrier effect.
Note that JC,barrier is a monotonically increasing function of VCB, since 4EC,barrier
gradually decreases as VCB increases. This is because the conduction band edge (EC)
is effectively “pulled down by the higher VCB imposed on the space charge region of
the CB junction via Poisson’s equation and the continuity equations.
Consequently, this extra base charge storage induces not only a rapid current
gain (β) roll-off (degradation) but also a sudden decrease in fT and fmax [39]. More
fundamentally, the high-injection base transport under classical HBE differs from that
of Si BJT in the following ways: the electron diffusion current component decreases
(sometimes even to negative value) due to a reduction in the electron density gradient
in the base, as shown in Fig. 10, and the drift current component now dominates IC
because of the large carrier density. In addition, the extra HBE-induced accumulated
electron/hole charges act as a local dipole, imposing an inverse electric field that acts
to weaken the drift current in this region. IC is thus strongly reduced under HBE,
while IB rises rapidly due to enhanced recombination, strongly degrading the current
gain and fT of the device.
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2.3 Enhanced Positive Feedback at Deep Cryogenic Tem-
peratures
HBE at deep cryogenic temperatures is more complicated. The impact of the
heterojunction barrier on the charge accumulation is generally larger at very low
temperatures because HBE is a thermally-activated band-edge phenomenon, leading
to much higher electron concentrations in the base at low temperatures than at higher
temperatures (at say fixed JC). A comparison of the simulated conduction band edge
(EC) and electron density (n) are given in Fig. 10, where about 10 times more HBE-
induced electrons are accumulated in the base at 77 K than at 300 K at a similar
current density. In the base region of the SiGe HBT, the electron current density Jn
can be expressed as,
~Jn = q · µn · ∇
(
n · k · T
q
)
+ q · n · µn · ~E (14)
where the first term of ~Jn represents the diffusion component of the total electron
current density, and the second term is the drift current component. Therefore,
significantly larger drift current component is expected at cryogenic temperatures.
With the increase of the collector current density at higher temperatures, the
inverse electric field caused by the conduction band barrier and Kirk effect mutu-
ally opposes the further increase of the electrons flowing from emitter to collector;
consequently the barrier height, the electron concentration, and the electron current
density form a negative feedback loop that acts to “stabilize the total collector cur-
rent. At deep cryogenic temperatures, however, the stronger HBE-induced electron
concentration in the base adds up to the total drift current overcoming the negative
influence of the inverse field on JC , which in turn greatly enhances the heterojunction
barrier as well as its impact on the collector current density. As a result, the barrier
height, the electron concentration, and the electron current density act to produce a
positive feedback loop at the onset of HBE. This greatly accelerates the formation of
the heterojunction barrier, yielding a much more rapid electron accumulation at the
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Figure 10: Simulated conduction band edge (EC) and electron density (n) as func-
tions of depth for the SiGe HBT at 77 K, at 300 K and the control Si BJT at 77 K. The
VBE’s are chosen to ensure comparable collector current for all the three situations.
Positions for the metallurgical junctions and the cut line are marked.
onset of the HBE, which not only decreases the diffusion current component, but also
enhances the drift current component at a much higher rate, eventually producing a
sudden IC increase in the Gummel plot for a fixed VCB. The transformation of the
negative feedback at higher temperatures into the positive feedback at deep cryogenic
temperatures is illustrated in Fig. 11 (a) and (b). This induced positive feedback loop
gets increasingly stronger (enhanced) as the temperature further drops.
The observed NDR behavior in these SiGe HBTs is a direct consequence of the
above process. During the forced-VBE measurement, the conduction band barrier
gradually decreases as VCE (and thus VCB) increases, because (EC) is effectively
“pulled down by the higher VCB imposed on the space charge region of the CB
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junction. As a result, the number of the accumulated electrons in the base region
decreases. The barrier height is more sensitive to VCB at lower temperatures also due
to the enhanced positive feedback between the barrier height, the charge accumula-
tion, and the current density with cooling, as shown in Fig. 11(b). This causes a more
rapid decrease of n when the HBE is turned off by increasing VCE at low temperature,







Figure 11: The feedback loop of the key physical parameters happening at hetero-
junction barrier effect and at (a) higher temperatures forming a negative feedback,
(b) deep cryogenic temperatures forming a positive feedback.
In addition, cooling effectively turns-on HBE at a higher JC than at 300 K due
to the shift in the built-in potential of the CB junction [39], together with the slight
increase in the electron saturation velocity at low temperature [5]. These effects fur-
ther contribute to the total enhancement of the positive feedback of the loop depicted
in Fig. 11(b) at cryogenic temperatures, effectively magnifying the phenomena.
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2.4 TCAD Simulation Results
Both the NDR and the IC kink effect can be qualitatively captured using 2-D
DESSIS simulations. The 2-D doping and Ge profiles and device mesh were based on
SIMS data and the actual transistor layout dimensions. The simulation parameters
have been carefully calibrated to fit the measured DC and AC characteristics of the
transistor across temperature. 77 K was the lowest simulation temperature used






























































Figure 12: DESSIS simulations of the SiGe HBT at 77 K, including (a) forced-
VBE output characteristics showing NDR, and (b) Gummel characteristics and the
resultant gm where the IC kink effect occurs.
Fig. 12 shows the simulation results of the SiGe HBT at 77 K, clearly showing the
NDR, the IC kink effect, and the gm spike. No such effects are found in the simulations
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of the control Si BJT at 77 K or the SiGe HBT operating at 300 K (Fig. 13). Turning
off the hydrodynamic model in DESSIS makes little difference in the result, which
indicates that the NDR effects can be explained within the traditional drift-diffusion
framework (turning off carrier freezeout in the simulation produces the same trends,
showing that carrier freezeout does not play a strong role either).
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Figure 13: DESSIS simulations of the forced-VBE output characteristics of the SiGe
HBT at 300 K, and the control Si BJT at 77 K.
2.4.1 Collector-Current Kink Effect
The barrier height and n in the base at the onset of HBE as functions of VBE are
shown in Fig. 14 and 15. The snapshot of these two parameters are taken at the
position of the cut line indicated in Fig. 10.
The SiGe HBT operating at 300 K shows a gradual increase in the barrier height
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Figure 14: Simulated heterojunction barrier height as functions of VCE for the SiGe
HBT at (a) 300 K (VCB = 0.0 V) and (b) 77 K (VCB = 0.0 and 1.0 V)
and the resultant n with increasing VBE; however, both the barrier height and n
increase far more rapidly at the onset of HBE in the device operating at 77 K. This
is expected in the context of our proposed mechanism, where the positive feedback of
the barrier effect is demonstrated to be greatly enhanced at very low temperatures.
Changing the CB bias from 0 V to 1 V helps push the sudden onset of the barrier
effect to a higher VCB (from 1.128 V to 1.159 V in this case), as shown in Fig. 14.
However, both CB biases at 77 K result in an extremely rapid turn-on of the barrier
effect, producing a sudden increase in the barrier height and the drastic increase in
charge accumulation, which is clearly different than at room temperature.
The resultant sharp increase in n causes an extra drift current component that
adds up to the total collector current, consequently producing the IC kink and the
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Figure 15: Simulated electron density as a function of VBE for the SiGe HBT at (a)
300 K (VCB = 0.0 V) and (b) 77 K (VCB = 0.0 and 1.0 V). The snapshot is taken at
the position of the cut line indicated in Fig. 10.
gm spike present in the Gummel characteristics of the device. When VBE further
increases to the values higher than the kink effect, it takes much more increase in
the total current density to induce the same amount of barrier height growth, as
the barrier height is eventually limited by bandgap difference between Si and SiGe.
Therefore the condition of positive feedback is valid only at the onset of HBE, after
which IC clamps (saturates), as is generally true for HBE.
2.4.2 The NDR Picture
To shed further light on the mechanism underlying the NDR seen in the forced-
VBE output characteristics, two more physical parameters need to be examined in the
analysis. Fig. 16-18 provide a comprehensive picture of n, the heterojunction barrier
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height, the magnitude of the electric field (E), the electron drift current component,
and the total electron current component, extracted from a family of points on the
forced-VBE characteristics (at both 77 K and 300 K) at the position of the cut line
indicated in Fig. 10.
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Figure 16: Simulated heterojunction barrier height as a function of VCE for the
SiGe HBT at 77 K and 300 K. The snapshot is taken at the position of the cut line
indicated in Fig. 10.
Increasing VCE decreases the base electron accumulation in two ways: a higher VCB
changes the Shockley boundary condition and the resultant electron concentration,
and in addition, higher VCB decreases the heterojunction barrier height (Fig.16) with
a resultant change in carrier concentration (Fig. 17). Consequently, the electron drift
current component decreases with increasing VCE, as shown in Fig. 18, even though
the electric field increases steadily (Fig. 17). At the same time higher VCE changes
the electron gradient and the resultant electron diffusion current density increases.
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Figure 17: Simulated electron density and electric field as functions of VCE for the
SiGe HBT at 77 K and 300 K. The snapshot is taken at the position of the cut line
indicated in Fig. 10.
These two contributions both affect the total electron current density. At room
temperature, when n is smaller and only slightly changes with increasing VCE, the
change of the drift current component is expected to be smooth, as shown in the
simulated 300 K curve in Fig. 18. Considering the gradually increasing diffusion
current component, the total electron current density is an increasing function of VCE
(Fig. 18). However, at cryogenic temperatures (e.g., 77 K) there is a bias region over
which a rapid barrier height decrease occurs because of the enhanced positive feedback
in HBE (Fig. 16), producing a significant decrease in n (Fig. 17), and a sharp turn-off
of the HBE at that bias region. The barrier effect becomes much more sensitive to
VCB in this region. The relative decrease in n is more rapid than the increase in the
electric field (Fig. 17), and the plot of the resultant drift current density thus shows
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Figure 18: Simulated drift component of the electron current density and the total
electron current density as functions of VCE for the SiGe HBT at 77 K and 300 K.
The snapshot is taken at the position of the cut line indicated in Fig. 10.
an unusual sudden drop at 77 K, directly resulting in the fact that the total electron
current reaches a peak before decreasing (Fig. 18). This produces the region of NDR
in the total IC , consistent with the measured data.
2.5 AC Consequences
These novel effects also influence the AC performance of the device at cryogenic
temperatures. In contrast to the situation at 300 K, where fT decreases monotonically
with increasing IC above peak fT , the extra accumulation of charges in the base due to
HBE at cryogenic temperatures causes an unusual “dip in the fT -IC characteristics
(Fig. 19). That is, the AC degradation is larger than one would otherwise expect,
and partially offsets the generally favorable impact of cooling on SiGe HBT dynamic
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performance. Fortunately, however, for most circuit applications, this dip occurs well
above operational bias current densities.
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Figure 19: Measured cut-off frequency (fT ) vs. collector current (IC) for the SiGe
HBT at 77 K and 300 K. The 77 K plot shows an fT “dip in accordance with the
IC kink effect in its DC characteristics.
2.6 Collector Doping and Technology Scaling
To quantitatively investigate the influence of collector doping and technology scaling,
a normalized transconductance per unit current parameter (g′m), which can be easily






where gm,peak is the peak gm value in the gm spike (using a VBE step of 2 mV) and
IC,barrier stands for the threshold collector current at which HBE turns on. Substi-

























































of the enhanced positive feedback that rapidly accumulates electrons in the base. As










where VBE,barrier is the VBE at which HBE turns on. Therefore, g
′
m represents a useful
parameter that quantifies the greatly enhanced charge accumulation due to barrier
effect, and enables a comparison among different devices or in principle even different
technology nodes, independent of parameters such as electron velocity, doping profile,
and the depth of SIC region, all of which are strongly profile dependent and typically
unknown.
The impact of the collector doping on these HBE-induced cryogenic effects can
be experimentally investigated by comparing the high-performance (HP) SiGe HBT
with its high-breakdown (HB) SiGe HBT counterpart, both of which exist side-by-
side on the same wafer, because the only difference between these two devices lies in
the lower collector doping level of the HB device (i.e., the Ge profile is the same).
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The gm and the IC characteristics of the first-generation HP and HB SiGe HBTs
are shown in Fig. 20, and g′m are shown in the upper two curves of Fig. 22. The
lower collector doping of a HB device yields an earlier onset of both the classical Kirk
effect and HBE, and thus is naively expected to have a larger impact on the device
Gummel characteristics at low temperatures. Therefore, the HB device with a lower
SIC doping is expected to show a larger g′m than the HP device, in agreement with
the data.
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Figure 20: Measured Gummel characteristics and transistor transconductance (gm)
at VCB = 0 V for the HB and HP first-generation SiGe HBTs at 43 K.
With regard to technology scaling, the IC kink effect and the gm spike also exist in
both third-generation (fT = 200 GHz at 300 K) and state-of-the-art fourth-generation
prototype (fT = 350 GHz at 300 K) SiGe HBTs operating at deep cryogenic tem-
peratures (Fig. 21), but the impact is suppressed in magnitude compared to that in
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first-generation SiGe HBTs. In fact, the gm spike in the fourth-generation SiGe HBT
is only observable at extremely low temperatures (< 10 K). Additionally, the NDR
in the forced-VBE output characteristics is entirely buried by the increasing electron
velocity with the increase of VCE, and cannot be clearly observed, even at 5.4 K. The
suppression of these effects with technology scaling is expected, given that the collec-
tor regions of the scaled transistors are naturally much more heavily doped, partially
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Figure 21: Measured Gummel characteristics and transistor transconductance (gm)
at VCB = 0 V for (a) the third-generation SiGe HBT (200 GHz at 300 K) at 43 K,
and (b) the fourth-generation SiGe HBT (350 GHz at 300 K) at 4.3 K.
Fig. 22 summarizes the g′m of the first-, third-, and fourth-generation HP SiGe
HBTs and the first-generation HB SiGe HBTs, highlighting this trend of suppression
with the advancement in device speed and technology node. In addition, one can
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see from the figure that higher VCB causes lower g
′
m as HBE is suppressed at higher
CB bias. One can thus conclude that the charge accumulation due to the positive
feedback in HBE at cryogenic temperatures can be suppressed as long as the HBE is
mitigated by higher SIC doping, higher CB bias, and careful technology scaling. This
is clearly good news.
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Figure 22: Measured peak unit transconductance (g′m ) as a function of VCB for the
first- (both HP and HB), third-, and fourth-generation SiGe HBTs.
2.7 Circuit Implications
The NDR presented in the previous sections is observed in the forced-VBE out-
put characteristics of the first-generation SiGe HBTs, while there is no NDR in the
forced-IB output characteristics. Interestingly, in [44] an NDR effect and an unusual
“hysteresis behavior in the forced-IB output characteristics of the fourth-generation
SiGe HBTs at cryogenic temperatures was reported. However, no NDR can be seen
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in the forced-VBE output curves of those devices. The interesting contrast between
these two related phenomena is summarized in Fig. 23.
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Figure 23: Comparison of the different NDR effects in the first-generation and the
state-of-the-art fourth generation SiGe HBTs. NDR is observed in the forced-VBE
output characteristics of the first-generation SiGe HBTs, but in the forced-IB output
characteristics of the fourth-generation devices together with a hysteresis behavior.
The NDR in the forced-IB output curves results from the influence of tunneling
through EB junction 4IE. The 4IE can be divided into the non-ideal collector
leakage current (4IC), as described in [9], and the associated base recombination
current (4IB) that recombine with the holes in the valence band [44]. The weakly
temperature dependent 4IB comprises a large portion in the total base current at
extremely low temperatures when the conventional base current component is small,
and this 4IB can then be expressed as,
4IB ∝ USRH,p ≈
(rpp+ sp) f (VBE)
rnn+ rpp+ sn + sp
(20)
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where USRH,p is the effective hole recombination rate, n (p) is the effective electron
(hole) density in the base, sn (sp) is the trap electron (hole) generation rate, rn (rp) is
the electron (hole) recombination rate, and f (VBE) is the tunneling-induced electron
transition that is an increasing function of VBE [44].
During the measurement of the transistor output characteristics, the heterojunc-
tion barrier decreases when VCE increases, as indicated in the above discussion, and
as a result, n (and thus n) decreases. This will greatly increase 4IB, according to
Eq. (20). In the forced-IB measurement, as VCE is gradually increased, VBE needs
to shift to a smaller value to compensate for this increase in the total IB, and conse-
quently there is an induced NDR in the final output characteristics. The associated
IB “dip in the Gummel characteristics can be explained using the same theory. In-
terested readers should refer to the complete discussion in [44] for additional details.
The observed “hysteresis behavior is the result of a bifurcation of the IB − VBE
solutions in this bias region – that is, there are two VBE’s that can sustain the same
IB: the higher VBE with a larger traditional IB component, and the lower VBE with
a larger 4IB.
Both NDR effects are cryogenically-enhanced phenomena, and are closely related
to the electron accumulation in the base due to HBE. Therefore they are both observed
in the bias region where HBE dominates the device response. In fact, one can see in
the right half figure of Fig. 21 that both the gm spike and the IB “dip occur under
the same bias conditions. However, they are fundamentally different mechanisms.
From a circuit application perspective, one NDR effect is operative only in the
constant-voltage input bias mode, while the other NDR effect is operative only in
the constant-current input bias mode. For the constant-voltage input mode NDR,
the electron accumulation in the base forms an additional drift current component
that adds to the total collector current, while in the constant-current input mode
NDR, the HBE-induced electron accumulation in the base influences the base current
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only by decreasing 4IB, as shown in Eq. (20). Moreover, the offsetting influence of
HBE on 4IB and the classical IB component renders a hysterisis in the constant-
current input mode of operation, while but no hysterisis or bifurcation expected in
the constant-voltage input mode. Finally, the constant-voltage input NDR is proven
to be mitigated with natural technology scaling, as stated before, since the more
advanced technology nodes naturally have more aggressive collector doping, which
acts to smooth the sudden increase of base charge induced by HBE. On the other
hand, the constant-current input NDR becomes increasingly significant as technology
advances (as evidenced by the slight NDR in the third-generation SiGe HBTs as
shown in [7] and the obvious NDR in the fourth-generation), because the thinner EB
space charge region resulted from the higher doped emitter and base greatly enhances
the tunneling process which drives the phenomena.
Traditionally, circuit designers rarely worry about the differences between the
constant-current input and constant-voltage input modes of operation for bipolar
transistors. Either set of output characteristics, regardless of forced-IB or forced-VBE
bias, is typically regarded as sufficient for understanding circuit design [136], [137].
While a difference in Early voltage with respect to the two different modes of oper-
ation was reported in [138] for Si BJTs, more serious circuit-relevant concerns were
highlighted by Joseph et al., who reported the influence of neutral base recombination
on the temperature dependence of Early voltage in SiGe HBTs [139].
There are in fact circuit-relevant examples which invoke a forced-IB or a forced-
VBE mode of operation of the transistors, including high-source resistance current
sources and low-source resistance current sources [139]. In reality, most circuits in
real applications operate in a state lying somewhere between these two extremes –
that is, they are not driven by an ideal current source or an ideal voltage source, but
something in between. Equivalently, a series resistance RB,series can be connected
between the base and the voltage source. The constant-voltage input mode is then
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represented by RB,series = 0, while the constant-current input mode is represented by
RB,series =∞, the two extremes of most practical circuits.
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Figure 24: The measured forced-VBE output characteristics of SiGe HBT at 43 K
and at VBS = 1.16 V by changing the value of the base series resistance.
For better understanding of how the present NDR potentially could affect real
circuit designs, a complete set of output characteristics were measured using the
circuit configuration shown in the inset of Fig. 24. The output characteristics grad-
ually approach the pure forced-IB output characteristics, and the NDR weakens as
RB,series increases from 0 to 2 kΩ (Fig. 24). One can also observe that the NDR
almost disappears when RB,series = 2 kΩ. Quantitatively, the associated ECR decays
exponentially with RB,series, as shown in Fig. 25, which can be modeled as,
ECR (RB,series) = ECR0 +B · e(−RB,series/R0) (21)
where the fitting parameters ECR0 = 0.0095, B = 0.1665, and R0 = 449.1Ω.
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Figure 25: The measured excess current ratio at 43 K as a function of the base
series resistance.
The output impedance of the previous stage of the circuit or the internal resistance
of a voltage source can be regarded asRB,series in real circuits and can obviously have a
strong influence on the magnitude of the HBE-induced NDR effect. Circuit designers
worried about such effects should incorporate the output impedance of their input
circuit into their designs to carefully assess the impact of these novel NDR effects.
Resultant NDR-induced circuit instabilities, in this context, may indeed be of concern
to circuits biased in this region, and potential circuits of concern would include the
output stages of analog circuits, current sources, and high-current drivers. Careful
compact modeling is obviously warranted, and we note that existing compact models
for SiGe HBTs (e.g., VBIC, MEXTRAM, or HICUM) do not at present account for
such unique NDR effects.
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2.8 Summary
A detailed investigation of a new NDR effect and a novel collector-current kink
effect in cryogenically-operated SiGe HBTs has been presented in this chapter. It
has been shown that the additional drift current due to the charge accumulation
induced by the enhanced positive feedback in HBE causes these effects. 2-D DESSIS
simulations are used to confirm the proposed mechanism. The enhanced positive
feedback at extremely low temperatures influences the AC performance of the device
by producing an fT “dip in the fT − IC characteristics. Technology scaling is shown
to partially mitigate these effects. Circuit designers working in these environmental
regimes should pay close attention to potential NDR-induced instabilities.
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CHAPTER III
BASE PROFILE OPTIMIZATION FOR RF LUNAR
APPLICATIONS
As more SiGe electronic sub-systems using first-generation SiGe HBTs for sensing,
actuation, and robotics on the Moon are under development. Meanwhile, a logical
additional application of SiGe would be in cryogenically-enabled wireless S-, Ka-, or
K-band communication systems. We have previously reported that the AC perfor-
mance of the “control (i.e., currently in manufacturing) first-generation SiGe HBTs
degrades below 100 K, potentially limiting the application of these transistors in the
RF domain. Therefore, optimizing the high-frequency performance of SiGe HBTs for
operation to 43 K has become particularly important, and is addressed here for the
first time.
Based on the observed performance of the control first-generation SiGe HBTs,
intentional changes to the germanium and the base doping profiles were made and
evaluated from 43 to 300 K. Enhanced fT and fmax are observed in the two optimized
devices at cryogenic temperatures. Further analysis indicates that these new profiles
suppress heterojunction barrier effects and carrier freezeout at cryogenic tempera-
tures, resulting in improved performance at 43 K. Finally the breakdown voltages are
measured in all three devices over temperature to ensure their applicability for RF
circuit blocks.
3.1 Base Carrier Freezeout
A closer look at the degradation of the device performance of the control SiGe HBTs
at 43 K reveals that the heterojunction barrier effect (HBE) and carrier freezeout in
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the base are limiting device performance at deep cryogenic temperatures. HBE is
triggered via Kirk effect and was investigated extensively in the previous chapter.
When the mobile charge density in the CB depletion region exceeds the local ionized
doping density, the resultant electric field in this region starts to collapse and the
neutral base region pushes out into the selectively implanted collector. This pushed-
out base exposes the SiGe-Si heterojunction inducing a conduction band barrier.
HBE then degrades the fT , gm, and β at high injection, and is greatly enhanced at
cryogenic temperatures because they are band edge phenomena and hence thermally
activated.
The other big concern at cryogenic temperatures is carrier freezeout (or incom-
plete ionization) [140], [141]. The carrier transport properties of Si (or SiGe) depend
on the doping level, and the issue of carrier freezeout is eliminated if the semiconduc-
tor is doped above Mott-transition [142]. To understand why higher base doping is
beneficial, one needs to explore the difference between intrinsic and extrinsic silicon:
significantly smaller thermal excitation is needed to generate carriers in doped sili-
con [143], [144]. Though a weak function of temperature itself, the dopant ionization
energy in lightly-doped silicon is harder to be reached at lower temperatures, and
thus carrier freezeout becomes significant, causing lower conductivity during cryo-
genic operation. However, when the dopants are so close that their wave-functions
overlap, impurity bands will form and no ionization energy is required to conduct
current (the so-called Mott-transition). The critical doping level for Mott-transition
in Boron-doped silicon is about 4 × 1018 cm−3 [145]. Therefore, carrier freezeout in
Si (or SiGe) doped below this level is detrimental to the cryogenic performance of
SiGe HBTs, especially to the base resistance (RB), which can obviously impact fmax.
Other freezeout-related effects, such as minority carrier trapping, can also degrade fT
at low temperatures [146].
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Figure 26: Temperature dependence of the normalized base sheet resistance of a
first-generation SiGe HBT in comparison with the normalized resistance of other
p-type Si/SiGe layers (data provided by K. Moen).
The temperature dependence of carrier mobility and dopant ionization level mu-
tually affect the sheet resistance of extrinsic silicon. Fig. 26 shows the measured
resistance of p-type silicon vs. temperature for a range of doping concentrations,
normalized to 300 K. The data were provided by Kurt Moen in [147]. For doping
concentrations below the Mott transition (e.g., in the p-substrate and base region of a
first-generation NPN SiGe HBT), the sheet resistance increases at lower temperature.
The intrinsic base sheet resistance (Rbi) of the first-generation SiGe HBT is more than
ten times of its 300-K value when temperature < 50 K. For highly-doped p+ diffusion
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layer dope above Mott-transition, incomplete ionization is negligible across temper-
ature, and the change in base resistance across temperature is mainly driven by the
carrier mobility.
3.2 Base Profile Design
The solid lines in Fig. 27 illustrate the doping and Ge profiles of a control first-
generation SiGe HBT featuring a trapezoidal Ge profile (the dashed line) and a met-
allurgical base width of 80 nm. The peak boron doping in the epitaxial base is about
2×1018 cm−3. A recent study has shown that maintaining the front-side Ge gradient
instead of extending the Ge into the depletion region of the CB junction is more
efficient in suppressing HBE at cryogenic temperatures [148]. Therefore, a triangle
Ge profile was designed here with the same Ge slope but higher peak Ge fraction,
and labeled “new Ge(x) profile (the dotted line in Fig. 27).
As indicated in the previous section, increasing the base doping can gradually
degenerate silicon from semiconducting behavior to quasi-metallic behavior over tem-
perature. Here we have doubled the base doping so that the peak boron concentration
is slightly above the Mott-transition. The actual neutral base region of the higher
doped base is now wider and the collector doping is effectively higher (Fig. 27). A
minor degradation in fT and β at 300 K can be expected because of the higher base
doping and the associated higher τB (via lower mobility). In addition, the intrinsic
base resistance (Rbi) can be greatly reduced with higher doping; it does not, however,
dominate the total RB at 300 K, as the extrinsic base resistance Rbx is of similar
magnitude as Rbi. However, Rbi dominates the total RB at low temperature when
freezeout occurs in the intrinsic base, but not in the extrinsic base, where the heavy
doping is above the Mott-transition. This cryogenic design with 2x base doping,
nevertheless, improves freezeout in the intrinsic base and reduces RB at 43 K.
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Figure 27: The doping (in logarithm scale) and Ge (in linear scale) profiles for the
control and optimized SiGe HBTs.
epitaxial base deposition and does not affect the CMOS transistors or other passives
on the same wafer. Nor does it add cost to fabrication, simply an alternate epi
base deposition. A slight shift in collector doping is expected due to the inevitable
adjustment of the buffer layer thickness in order to keep the same collector profile
among different designs.
3.3 Measurement Results
SiGe HBTs with three different profiles were fabricated and tested at 43 K to 300 K,
including the “control devices, the SiGe HBTs with the “new Ge(x) profile, and
the transistors with both the new Ge(x) and the increased base doping (“new Ge(x)
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+ higher NB). The cryogenic DC measurements were made using a closed-cycle
cryostat while the AC data were taken in a custom on-wafer, open-cycle, liquid helium
cryogenic probe station. An Agilent 4156 Parameter Analyzer and an Agilent E8364B
PNA Network Analyzer were used for measurements. All measured devices have
emitter areas of 0.5× 2.5 µm2 for comparisons. Fig. 28 shows the near-ideal Gummel
characteristics obtained across temperature, indicating the feasibility of these devices
for the entire temperature range. Transistor yield was not affected.
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Figure 28: Forward Gummel characteristics of a SiGe HBT (new Ge(x) + higher
NB) at different temperatures.
3.3.1 RF Improvements
Figs. 29 and 30 show the measured fT and fmax vs. collector current density (JC)
at 300 K and 43 K. The new Ge(x) profile has little impact on fT and fmax at 300 K,
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as expected; however, its advantage is clearly shown at 43 K, where the peak fT ’s
are 46.2, 53.5, and 55.6 GHz for three profiles (control, new Ge(x) and new Ge(x) +
higher NB), respectively.
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Figure 29: Measured fT and fmax vs. JC for the three profiles at 300 K.
Meanwhile, the higher base doping lowers the peak fT / fmax from 49.3 / 87.8 GHz
to 43.2 / 79.4 GHz at 300 K, because of the higher τB, as expected. Base freezeout
is partially mitigated with the new profile, however, as evidenced by the peak fmax
at 43 K (43.8 GHz for the control, 53.9 GHz for new Ge(x), and 73.5 GHz for new
Ge(x) + higher NB).
The peak fT and fmax of all the three profiles across temperature are shown in
Fig. (31). The fmax of a control device begins to degrade at 162 K when carrier
freezeout onsets, and this effect is greatly reduced in the new Ge(x) + higher NB
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Figure 30: Measured fT and fmax vs. JC for the three profiles at 43 K.
profile. At 43 K, the new Ge(x) + higher NB profile shows an overall improvement
of 20% in fT and 70% in fmax compared to the control device.
3.3.2 DC Characteristics
Fig. 32 and 33 show the DC current gain (β) vs. IC at 300 K and 43 K, respectively.
In each figure, (a) shows the low injection operation with IC on a logarithm scale and
(b) shows the medium-to-high injection operation with IC on a linear scale. The new
Ge profile has little impact on β at 300 K, as can be seen by comparing the control
and new Ge(x) profiles.
Doubling the base doping increases base Gummel number and thus reduces β
throughout the entire IC region in the new Ge(x) + higher NB profile, at all tem-
peratures. Additionally, the higher base doping causes the EB metallurgical junction
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Figure 31: Peak fT and fmax vs. temperature for the three profiles.
to shift closer to the emitter, reducing the Ge fraction at the junction, leading to a
degraded β at low-injection. Interestingly, however, the new Ge(x) and new Ge(x) +
high NB profiles have similar β at 43 K at high injection (Fig. 33).
The peak β as functions of temperature for all three of the SiGe HBTs are plotted
in Fig. 34. The control and new Ge(x) profiles have a similar temperature dependence
for peak β because the only difference between these two lies in the Ge profile that
extends to the CB depletion region, thus only affecting medium-to-high injection. The
new Ge(x) + higher NB profile deviates the control and new Ge(x) profiles because of
the lower base doping and the lower Ge fraction in the EB junction. However, having
a β between 50 and 100 from 43 to 300 K is more than adequate for the targeted RF
circuit designs.
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Figure 32: Measured β vs. IC for the three profiles at 300 K.
3.4 Physical Origins
In order to shed light on the physics of how the new germanium profiles affect the
high injection performance of SiGe HBTs at cryogenic temperatures, the transcon-
ductance (gm) as a function of IC for all the three SiGe HBTs at 43 K and 300 K is
plotted in Fig. 35. At low injection, gm increases linearly with increasing IC . This
trend, nonetheless, tends to saturate at medium injection as Kirk effect and the volt-
age drop on the series resistance start to engage; beyond this point, gm reaches its
minimum as HBE begins to dominate. This gm vs. IC behavior at room temperature
is mainly modulated by the collector doping, and hence there is hardly any difference
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Figure 33: Measured β vs. IC for the three profiles at 43 K.
HBE at low temperatures, however, plays a much more important role, as gm
continues increasing until it triggers the positive feedback mechanism as described
in the previous chapter, when it increases precipitously (shown by the solid lines in
Fig. 35). The new Ge(x) profile shows this effect at much higher currents at 43 K
than the control profile, clearly indicating the effectiveness of the new Ge profile in
delaying HBE at low temperatures. Note that the effective collector doping is a little
higher in the new Ge(x) + higher NB profile, leading to a slightly higher IC needed
to engage HBE.
The overall gm vs. temperature at IC=1.8 mA, which is about the bias current
for obtaining peak fT , is shown in Fig. 36. By delaying HBE to a higher IC , the new
Ge(x) profile greatly enhances gm at high injection levels, resulting in an enhanced
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Figure 34: Peak β vs. temperature for the three profiles.
fT even with the same impurity doping profiles.
The RB as a function of IC is extracted at 43 K and 300 K in Fig. 37, using the
impedance circle method. The RB of the new Ge(x) + high NB profile is 15% lower
than that of the control profile due to the lower Rbi resulting from the higher base
doping. The difference in RB is much more substantial at 43 K, as RB nearly triples
at low injection for the control and new Ge(x) profiles because of carrier freezeout,
whose effects can be greatly suppressed with a higher base doping, as shown by the
new Ge(x) + higher NB profile data at 43 K. More importantly, the steep RB vs. IC
at 43 K is the combined result of carrier freezeout and base push-out, as modeled
in [149], and comes together with higher CCB, which can only be suppressed with
higher base doping. This is evidenced by comparing the control and new Ge(x) +
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Figure 35: Measured gm vs. IC for the three profiles at 43 K and 300 K.
higher NB profiles at IC=1.8 mA at 43 K, where fT , RB, and fmax improve by 20%,
15%, and 70% in the optimized profile. In summary, suppressing carrier freezeout is
crucial in obtaining high fmax at 43 K at this technology node.
The BVCEO and BVCBO of all the three profiles were measured across tempera-
ture and plotted in Fig. 38. The M − 1 generally increases with cooling, as expected,
leading to a BVCBO 1 V lower at 43 K than at 300 K. The new Ge(x) profile improves
BVCBO by changing the electric field in the CB depletion region, thereby offsetting
the negative impact of the higher doping-induced BVCBO degradation (thus the con-
trol and new Ge(x) + higher NB profiles have similar BVCBO across temperatures).
Meanwhile, the lower β in the new Ge(x) + higher NB profile improves BVCEO, as
shown in Fig. 38 (a). We point out, however, that despite the differences, all three
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Figure 36: Measured gm at IC = 1.8 mA vs. temperature for the three profiles.
profiles have useful BVCEO and BVCBO values for real RF circuit applications across
the entire temperature range.
3.5 Summary
We have demonstrated improved Ge and base doping profiles that optimize the
cryogenic performance of the first-generation SiGe HBTs. Careful DC and AC anal-
ysis shows that the new profiles are effective in suppressing carrier freezeout and the
heterojunction barrier effect at cryogenic temperatures, leading to a 20% higher fT
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Figure 37: Extracted RB vs. IC for the three profiles at 300 K and 43 K.
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The goal of achieving terahertz transistors within the silicon material system has
generated significant recent interest. In this chapter we use operating temperature
as an effective way of gaining a better understanding of the performance limits of
SiGe HBTs and their ultimate capabilities for achieving terahertz speeds. Differ-
ent approaches for vertical profile scaling and reduction of parasitics are addressed,
and three prototype fourth-generation SiGe HBTs are compared and evaluated down
to deep cryogenic temperatures, using both DC and AC measurements. A record
peak fT / fmax of 463 / 618 GHz was achieved at 4.5 K using 130 nm lithography
(309 / 343 GHz at 300 K), demonstrating the feasibility of reaching half-terahertz fT
and fmax simultaneously in a silicon-based transistor. The BVCEO of this cooled SiGe
HBT was 1.6 V at 4.5 K (BVCBO = 5.6 V), yielding a record fT ×BVCEO product of
750 GHz-V (510 GHz-V at 300 K). These remarkable levels of transistor performance
and the associated interesting device physics observed at cryogenic temperatures in
these devices provide important insights into further device scaling for THz speeds at
room temperature.
We also present a measured CML ring oscillator gate delay of 2.3 ps, a record for
digital circuits in silicon-based technologies. In addition to higher cutoff frequency
and lower collector-base capacitance, decreasing base resistance is also responsible for
the higher switching speed at cryogenic temperatures. The self-heating characteristics
of these SiGe HBT circuits are also investigated across temperature.
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4.1 Scaling and Cooling of SiGe HBTs
Device scaling has been the principal driving force behind IC technology innovation
for the past four decades. The vertical and lateral scaling of SiGe HBTs was reviewed
in the first chapter. A different approach for improving performance is to cool the
SiGe HBTs to reach their ultimate performance. Pioneering work on cooled SiGe
HBTs demonstrated improved performance at cryogenic temperatures [39]. Such
cooling-induced performance enhancements, nevertheless, were not dramatic, partly
due to the relatively small bandgap grading used in first-generation SiGe HBTs,
together with the finite base freezeout associated with the modest base doping [5].
However, the cryogenic operation of more aggressively-scaled modern SiGe HBTs is
in many ways more equivalent to room temperature vertical and lateral scaling, as
will be shown, and hence cooling has recently become a convenient and effective way
of gaining a better understanding of the ultimate performance of SiGe HBTs at the
limits of scaling.
4.1.1 Bandgap Engineering and Vertical Scaling
Bandgap engineering resulting from the presence of Ge in the base region of a
SiGe HBT has many similarities to the desired results of classical vertical profile
scaling of bipolar transistors. The Ge content at the base-emitter heterojunction
side of the neutral base lowers the conduction-band barrier by 4Eg,Ge(0) at a fixed
voltage bias and hence enhances electron injection. Combined with the Ge grading
across the base (4Eg,Ge(grade)), β is greatly increased compared to a control Si BJT
with the same doping profile. Ge-induced bandgap engineering also improves the AC
performance of the device by reducing base and emitter transit times (τE). One needs
to increase 4Eg,Ge(grade)/kT and 4Eg,Ge(0)/kT in order to improve β, τE, and τB.
An improved Early voltage, VA, is also one of the benefits of bandgap engineering,
leading to higher output resistance [39].
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There are clearly two ways to achieve enhancement of all these factors: 1) verti-
cal profile scaling, which allows, for fixed film stability, an increased 4Eg,Ge(0) and
4Eg,Ge(grade); or 2) decrease the operating temperature. Both methods lead to
higher β and fT .
4.1.2 Reduction of Parasitics and Charging Times
Cooling can effectively reduce the primary performance-limiting parasitics of SiGe
HBTs such as CBC and RB, while adjusting τBE, without physically scaling the
lateral dimensions (i.e., at fixed lithography node). This positive benefit of cooling
can be explained from fundamental physics [150]. The Fermi-level (EF ) of n-type
non-degenerate Si in the collector EF moves closer to the conduction band with
cooling [150]. The consequent built-in potential (Vbi) of the PN junctions is thus
increased at cryogenic temperatures. The resultant wider space charge region at
fixed bias thus gives rise to a decrease in CBC at cryogenic temperatures. Moreover,
the widening of WCSCL at low temperatures does not increase τCSCL because vsat is
also higher at low temperatures, which enables improved current-drive.
The increased base doping level clearly must increase with generational scaling
and this plays an important role in base resistance at low temperatures. The carrier
transport properties of Si (or SiGe) are very dependent on the doping level. As
described in the first chapter, the associated carrier freezeout in Si (or SiGe) doped
below 1018 atoms/cm3 at low temperature is detrimental to the SiGe HBT’s cryogenic
performance (e.g., to β, RB, fmax, and noise figure). Increasing the base doping
can gradually degenerate silicon from a semiconducting to a quasi-metallic behavior
over temperature. Above the Mott-transition, all dopants remain active to deep
cryogenic temperatures, and the resistivity is a monotonically increasing function
of temperature [150]. Indeed, one can infer that RB is significantly reduced with
decreasing temperature in 0.12 × 10 µm2 third-generation SiGe HBTs, where the
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small-signal RB equals 17.5, 18, 19, 22, and 32 Ω at 85, 120, 150, 200, and 300 K,
respectively [7]. As discussed above, the direct benefit of reducing device parasitics
is a higher fmax.
In addition, τBE is very sensitive to the ambient temperature. Since both the
emitter and the base in an advanced SiGe HBT are heavily doped (degenerate), the
Fermi levels are usually considered to be at the edges of the conduction (for emitter)
and valence (for base) bands, and Vbi of the BE junction at zero bias does not vary
significantly across temperature. However, since higher VBE is needed to operate the
transistor at cryogenic temperature resulting from the lower intrinsic carrier concen-
tration (ni), the BE junction width is effectively reduced during operation, increasing
CBE and decreasing the electron transit time through the BE SCR which changes
τBE. As discussed in Chapter 1, because of the difficulty in decoupling τBE from τB
and τE, cooling becomes a useful tool in tuning the depletion region width of the BE
junction to achieve an optimized τBE.
Fig. 39 shows the fT and fmax of a second-generation SiGe HBT at 300 and 93 K.
The fT / fmax increase from 117 / 124 GHz at 300 K to 182 / 295 GHz at 93 K. Observe
that the performance of this cooled second-generation SiGe HBT is comparable to
the room-temperature performance of a (scaled) third-generation SiGe HBT featuring
fT / fmax = 207 / 285 GHz at 300 K. Similarly, fT / fmax = 260 / 310 GHz can be
achieved by cooling this third-generation SiGe HBT to 85 K [7], and this performance
level is close to that of a fourth-generation SiGe HBT. Therefore, it is logical to explore
the ultimate speed limits of SiGe HBTs by investigating the cryogenic performance
of the state-of-the-art fourth-generation SiGe HBTs.
4.1.3 Noise
Higher β and fT , together with reduced parasitics (RB and CBC) mutually op-
timize the broadband noise performance of a SiGe HBT. Not only can noise figure
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Figure 39: fT and fmax as functions of collector current for a second-generation
SiGe HBT at 300 K and 93 K.
be reduced by proper device scaling at 300 K, but it also improves naturally with
cooling. At cryogenic temperatures, the shot noise is suppressed at fixed IC because
IB is decreased via the higher β, the thermal noise directly depends on temperature,
and RB is reduced. In fact, a noise temperature of only 2 K in the 0.2–3-GHz range
has been recently achieved in a third-generation SiGe HBT at 15 K [64].
To demonstrate that these remarkable levels of transistor noise performance can
actually translate into useful circuits, we show very recent results on a cooled inductively-
degenerated cascode SiGe HBT low noise amplifier (LNA) implemented in a third-
generation SiGe technology, but which was designed for optimum room-temperature
performance (2 dB noise figure and about 20 dB gain at 10 GHz at 300 K) [151].
Cooling this SiGe LNA produces a record sub-0.3 dB noise figure (below 20 K noise
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Figure 40: Effective noise temperature (K) and gain (dB) of the X-band LNA at
300 K and 15 K (measured by T. Thrivikraman).
temperature) across X-band (8.5-10.5 GHz) at 15 K, as shown in Fig. 40 [29]. Though
still noisier than the best InP HEMT cryogenic LNAs (with sub-0.1 dB noise figure
at X-band [152]), cryogenically-operated SiGe amplifiers present some interesting
application opportunities for the radio astronomy and remote sensing communities.
4.2 Device Optimization for Half-THz Operation
The prototype fourth-generation SiGe HBTs used in this work were based on 130 nm
third-generation device layouts (i.e., no substantial lateral scaling was used), and the
basic device structure is described in [12]. They feature deep- and shallow-trench
isolation, a boron-doped SiGe:C base layer with about 25% peak Ge concentration,
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an SIC region, a reduced-thermal-cycle “raised-extrinsic-base structure, and an in-
situ phosphorus-doped polysilicon emitter.
Starting from the third-generation SiGe HBTs (fT / fmax=207 / 285 GHz and
BVCEO / BVCBO=1.8 / 5.5 V at 300 K), aggressive collector and base vertical scaling
was performed, the emitter rapid thermal annealing (RTA) cycle was decreased, and
the peak Ge in the base was increased to produce the prototype #1 of the fourth-
generation SiGe HBTs. The goal was to achieve a high fT by aggressive vertical
scaling, and the resultant device reached an fT of 350 GHz with an expected (de-
graded) fmax of about 200 GHz at 300 K. The breakdown voltage is also decreased
due to the aggressive vertical scaling (BVCEO / BVCBO=1.4 / 5.0 V at 300 K). For a
more balanced fT and fmax, the device layout was changed from a CBE to a CBEBC
structure (i.e., a double base and collector contact scheme) to reduce RB and RC , the
base was further vertically-scaled but with a lower peak Ge content, and the collec-
tor scaling was more conservatively scaled, resulting in the prototype #2 device. In
this prototype device, both fT and fmax were balanced to a value above 300 GHz, at
BVCEO / BVCBO=1.6 / 5.5 V (300 K). Finally, the base silicide to emitter spacing was
decreased, and a significant portion of the crystalline section of the raised extrinsic
base gets silicided to further reduce resistive parasitics to produce the prototype #3
SiGe HBT. Compared to prototype #1, prototype #3 employed a slightly more con-
servative vertical profile, while focusing on dramatically reducing lateral parasitics.
Therefore, the fmax (350 GHz) and BVCEO / BVCBO (1.7 / 5.6 V) were designed to
be higher (better) than for prototype #1, despite a minor reduction in fT (300 GHz).
4.2.1 DC Characteristics
The setup for the cryogenic measurements (both DC and AC) were described in
[43] and [23]. The cryogenic measurements were made using a custom on-wafer, open-
cycle, liquid helium probe system. The thermometry was calibrated by comparing
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the device characteristics inside the system with one measured directly immersed in
liquid nitrogen (77.3 K). The accuracy of the thermometry is believed to be better
than 1 K. The lowest chuck temperature was independently verified to be 4.5 K (liquid
helium = 4.2 K), although we believe the actual device temperature is at least several
kelvins above this temperature due to the inherent thermal loading of the probes
when in contact with the wafer. For consistency the chuck temperature is specified
in our data. The measured data are repeatable and have been exhaustively verified
using a variety of techniques.
Exhaustive DC measurements in the temperature range of 4.5 – 300 K were made
on prototype #3 SiGe HBTs with emitter areas of 0.12×2.5 µm2, all showing rea-
sonably “clean Gummel characteristics at 300, 112, and 4.5 K (Fig. 41). The peak
transconductance (gm) monotonically increases from 72.3 mS (241 mS/µm
2) at 300 K
to 113 mS (377.5 mS/µm2) at 4.5 K.
Current gain (β) increases with cooling (Fig. 42), as expected, due to the Ge-
induced band offset and the heavily doped base region that partially offsets the
emitter-doping-induced bandgap narrowing. As the vertical profile scaling of this
device is more aggressive than the third-generation HBT reported in [12], but more
conservative than prototype #1, the peak β (7,900 at 77 K) is also between that of
the previous two devices (3,800 at 85 K in third-generation and 9,297 at 77 K in
prototype #1).
Forced-IB and forced-VBE output characteristics at 4.5 K are plotted in Fig. 43.
The near-ideal families of output curves confirm the possibility of the cryogenic appli-
cation of this device for real circuits. The negative differential resistance (NDR) effect
under forced-IB input drive is related to modified tunneling/recombination processes
[7]. This device is capable of sourcing more than 40 mA/µm2 of current density across
the entire temperature range. The open-base breakdown voltage (BVCEO), measured
from the open-base output characteristics and confirmed by the base-reversal points
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Figure 41: Forward Gummel characteristics for a fourth-generation prototype #3
SiGe HBT at 300, 112, and 4.5 K.
in a common-base, forced-VBE measurement [39], are 1.70, 1.63, and 1.62 V at 300,
112, and 4.5 K, respectively. The less aggressive vertical scaling indeed helps in-
crease breakdown voltages across the entire temperature range. It is important to
observe from Fig. 43 that BVCEO at all IC levels are always above 1.5 V, clearly of
use in a circuits context. This is important in terms of safe operating area (SoA),
and represents a major advantage of SiGe HBTs over III-V HBTs. The low β for
cryogenically-operated SiGe HBTs at low injection improves BVCEO by effectively
reducing β(M − 1) product, as shown Fig. 42; BVCEO at high injection depends on
β, the M factor, RC , RE, and VBE that is increased at cryogenic temperatures due
to the decrease of intrinsic carrier density.
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Figure 42: Current gain at VCB = 0.5 V for a 0.12 × 2.5 µm2 SiGe HBT (fourth-
generation prototype #3) as a function of collector current density, at 300, 223, 162,
112, 77, and 4.5 K.
In modern RF design, BVCBO is often a more accurate upper limit for bias than
BVCEO [153], and DC bias beyondBVCEO and even near BVCBO can in fact be utilized
in certain important classes of circuits (e.g., amplifiers) [154]. The measured BVCBO
of the present transistor remains at 5.6 V across temperature (4.5 K to 300 K), which
bodes well for maintaining useful operating voltage with scaling for THz speeds. The
constant BVCBO over temperature implies a stronger Zener tunneling participation in
those transistors than in slower transistors (first-, second-, and third-generations), as
avalanching alone causes a positive temperature coefficient for the junction breakdown
voltage.
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Figure 43: Forced-IB and forced-VBE output characteristics of a 0.12 × 2.5 µm2
SiGe HBT (fourth-generation prototype #3) at 4.5 K.
4.2.2 AC Characteristics
Standard calibration and de-embedding techniques were used at each temperature,
and the RF measurements on two different 0.12×2.5 µm2 SiGe HBTs were taken,
showing similar results.
Fig. 44 shows the fT and fmax of a SiGe HBT at 300, 112, and 4.5 K, extrapolated
from h21 and U at 30 GHz, with the assumption that the gain rolls off at -20 dB/dec
(Fig. 45). Clearly, fmax / fT increase monotonically as the temperature decreases,
growing from 343 / 309 GHz at 300 K to a record-high 618 / 463 GHz at 4.5 K.
The dependence of the extracted fT and fmax on extrapolation frequency is shown
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Figure 44: fT and fmax as functions of collector current for a 0.12× 2.5 µm2 SiGe
HBT (fourth-generation prototype #3) at 300, 112, and 4.5 K.
618 GHz fmax is conservative.
Fig. 47 shows the measured S-parameters at 300, 112, and 4.5 K on a Smith
chart for the frequency range of 3 GHz to 35 GHz, at peak fmax bias, showing the
temperature dependence of the S-parameters. One can estimate the input and output
matching points by conjugating these parameters at various frequency points from
the Smith chart.
In Fig. 48, total delay (τEC = 1/2πfT ) versus reciprocal collector current density
(1/JC) at 300, 112, and 4.5 K is shown. The extrapolated transit time (τf ) decreases
from 420 fs at 300 K to 330 fs at 112 K to 300 fs at 4.5 K. The transit time is slightly
larger than prototype #1 (360 fs at 300 K and 270 fs at 4.5 K), mainly because of the
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Figure 45: Small-signal power gain (U) and current gain (h21) for a 0.12× 2.5 µm2
SiGe HBT (fourth-generation prototype #3) at 300 and 4.5 K.
slope of the curve at high 1/JC is proportional to the total depletion capacitance,
which decreases with cooling, mostly due to the increase in the CB junction built-in
potential with cooling.
4.2.3 Cryogenic Performance Limits
The key transistor DC and AC parameters of a 0.12×2.5 µm2 prototype #3 SiGe
HBT across temperature are summarized in Table 3. One can easily observe the
favorable impact of cooling on DC parameters (β and gm) and device speed (τf , fT ,
and fmax). As indicated above, this device maintains a relatively constant breakdown
voltage (BVCEO or BVCBO) across the entire temperature range. Insight for further
device scaling can be obtained by comparing the measured results of the three different
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Figure 46: fT and fmax extracted at various frequencies between 15 GHz and 35 GHz
based on -20 dB/dec roll-off of h21 and U .
scaling prototypes.
The fT and fmax, as functions of temperature, for all three prototype SiGe HBTs
are compared in Fig. 49. While the peak fT is mainly determined by the degree
of “aggressiveness in the vertical scaling and shows a similar trend in temperature
dependence for all three prototypes, the slope of the peak fmax as a function of
temperature is more associated with the different temperature dependencies of the
various parasitics of the transistor. Reducing lateral parasitics (as in prototype #3)
helps increase fmax, especially at cryogenic temperatures. To provide the context for
further scaling, all of the present results are compared with the previously-reported
300 K fT / fmax values from IBM and other companies in Fig. 50. An aggregate
fT + fmax above 1 THz can indeed be achieved in SiGe HBTs via careful device
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Figure 47: S-parameters (S11, S12, S21/10, and S22 − 1) at peak fmax for a 0.12 ×
2.5 µm2 SiGe HBT (fourth-generation prototype #3) at 300, 112, and 4.5 K.
scaling and operation at cryogenic temperatures. Given the discussion above on the
inherent similarities between cooling and further scaling, this leads us to believe that
a similar aggregate 1 THz should in principle be achievable at 300 K.
4.3 Gate Delay of Cryogenic Ring Oscillators
The chips used in this section were fabricated in IHP’s 0.13µm SiGe BiCMOS
technology SG13 [155]. As shown in Fig. 51 (b), the SiGe module includes a SiGe:C
base layer, shallow trench isolation, and a low-cost, deep-trench-free, implanted col-
lector well process. The final rapid thermal annealing enables a vertical scaling that
results in a 300 K fT of 240 GHz, while the minimized CB junction and the lower RB
yielding a high fmax of 330 GHz at 300 K.
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Figure 48: Total delay versus reciprocal collector current density at constant VCB
for a 0.12 × 2.5 µm2 SiGe HBT (fourth-generation prototype #3), at 300, 112, and
4.5 K.
The bipolar ring oscillators consist of 53-stage CML inverter circuits with differ-
ential inputs/outputs (Fig. 51 (a)). The tail current of each stage is controlled via a
simple current mirror (Fig. 51 (c)). The value of current flowing through each stage is
determined by the resistors RL, RE, and an additional current tuning terminal. The
output buffer is similar to each ring oscillator stage, and the single-ended peak-to-
peak 4V is 300 mV. For each ring oscillator, the proper RL was chosen to maintain
a constant 4V = 300 mV at different levels of current per stage (Igate).
4.3.1 Cryogenic Ring Oscillator Performance
The CML ring oscillators were measured from 4.5 K to 294 K on a Lakeshore
CPX-HF cryogenic probe station. Measured minimum CML ring oscillator gate as a
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Table 3: Key parameters of the fourth-generation prototype #3 SiGe HBT
Parameters 300 K 112 K 4.5 K
Peak β 827 6,504 7,693
Peak gm (mS) 72 110 113
Peak fmax (GHz) 343 434 618
Peak fT (GHz) 309 403 463
Transit time τf (fs) 420 330 300
VBE at peak fmax (V) 0.90 1.04 1.06
IC at peak fmax (mA) 5.6 7.9 4.8
BVCEO (V) 1.70 1.63 1.62
BVCBO (V) 5.6 5.6 5.6
function of the chuck temperature is plotted in Fig. 52. Observe that τgate decreases
nearly monotonically with cooling. The shortest gate is 2.31 ps, achieved at 25 K,
which is 0.42 ps lower than the room-temperature value (2.73 ps), an improvement of
15.4%. Decreased RB and the natural improvement in fT with cooling contribute to
the higher speed at cryogenic temperatures, as will be discussed in the next section.
Fig. 53 shows the measured CML ring oscillator τgate vs. Igate at 25, 77, 170, and
294 K, showing the expected power-delay performance. The minimum τgate occurs
at Igate=1.875 mA at each temperature. Comparing the 294 K curve with the 25 K
curve, one can easily see that Igate drops from 1.875 mA to 1.000 mA at the same delay
of 2.73 ps, effectively reducing the power consumption by one-half for the same speed.
This natural reduction in power consumption with cooling represents a favorable trade
for many system applications.
4.3.2 Self-Heating Across Temperature
Self-heating has become increasingly important in highly-scaled devices and circuits,
and we examine the self-heating-induced temperature increase in these ring oscillators.
We consider self-heating at Igate=1.875 mA, the bias at which the shortest gate de-
lay occurs at all temperatures. There are two components impacting any self-heating-
induced temperature increase: 4Ttotal = 4T1+4T2, where4T1 is the increase of the
average temperature in the circuit area in the silicon wafer (TRO) relative to the chuck
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Figure 49: Peak fT and fmax as functions of the chuck temperature for all the three
prototypes of the fourth-generation SiGe HBTs.
temperature (Tchuck) as the circuit dissipates the power consumption to the backside
chuck, and 4T2 is the increase of the SiGe HBT temperature (THBT ) relative to its
local environment (TRO) as the transistor dissipates its heat to the circuit area.
The thermal conductivity of silicon (κ) is dominated by point defect (isotopes)
and Umklapp scattering at room temperature. However, diffuse boundary scattering
is more dominant when operating below 100 K [156], and such scattering becomes
increasingly significant with higher doping. For the p-type substrate in the current
technology (doping is about 1015 cm−3), one can obtain the corresponding κ at 2 to
200 K from [157]. The room-temperature κ is known to be 1.46W/cm·K. It increases
first with cooling, reaching 15 W/cm ·K at 50 K, and then decreases at even lower
temperature. At 25 K where the fastest τgate is achieved, κ = 13.3W/cm ·K, about
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Figure 50: Relative location of the present result on the fT -fmax plane in comparison
with other reported values of SiGe HBTs.
10x higher than its room-temperature value, leading to significantly lower self-heating
at cryogenic temperatures, which is clearly an advantage.
Assuming TRO is known, one can estimate 4T1 based on the layout information.
The shape of the circuit corresponds to the edge of a square and with a line width
(W ) of 25 µm. Therefore it can be regarded as a combination of four rectangles
with L = 115 µm and W = 25 µm. Approximating heat flow as half cylindrical at
radii < L/2 for each rectangle and as hemispherical at greater distances for the entire















where IEE and VEE are the bias current and voltage. Meanwhile, TRO can also be
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Figure 51: Schematic of (a) the CML ring oscillator, (b) cross-section of the SiGe
HBT structure, and (c) current mirror and one CML gate of the ring oscillator.
expressed as:
TRO = Tchuck +4T1. (23)
Numerical iteration based on Eqs. (22) and (23) and the κ (TRO) yields a precise
calculation of 4T1 as a function of Tchuck (Fig. 54). Self-heating increases the average
temperature in the circuit area by 7.6 K when Tchuck = 294 K; however, 4T1 is only
0.73 K when Tchuck = 25 K.
4T2 is determined by the n-type sub-collector that is doped around 1019 cm−3
to 1020 cm−3. The temperature dependence of such heavily-doped n-type silicon
can be obtained from [158]. The low-temperature κ is now dramatically decreased
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Figure 52: Measured minimum CML ring oscillator gate delay as a function of chuck
temperature.
compared to lightly-doped Si because of stronger boundary scattering. Given that the
transistor thermal resistance (Rth) is 11.5 K/mW at room temperature, one can scale
Rth inversely proportional to κ across the entire temperature range. The 4T2 (THBT )
relation can then be calculated in a similar manner as 4T1 (TRO) by assuming an
average VCE = 1 V, from which the 4T2 (TRO) relation is derived. Since 4T1 (Tchuck)
is already known, 4T2 as a function of Tchuck can finally be calculated, and is plotted
in Fig. 54.
Adding 4T1 and 4T2 leads to the final 4Ttotal (Tchuck) curve plotted in the same
figure. The ratio of4T1 to4T2 decreases with cooling, and4T2 dominates4Ttotal at
Tchuck < 110 K, because: (a) κ of the p-substrate increases dramatically at such low
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Figure 53: Measured CML ring oscillator gate delay vs. current per gate at 25, 77,
170, 294 K.
temperatures (lower 4T1), and (b) enhanced diffuse boundary scattering decreases κ
of the highly-doped sub-collector significantly (higher4T2). The overall4Ttotal is still
lower at most cryogenic temperatures, decreasing from 17.1 K when Tchuck = 294 K,
to 8.2 K when Tchuck = 105 K, and 13.3 K when Tchuck = 25 K, demonstrating another
advantage of cryogenic operation over room temperature: less self-heating due to the
higher thermal conductivity of the substrate.
4.4 Temperature Dependence of Intrinsic Base Resistance
with Scaling
The intrinsic base sheet resistance (Rbi) was studied across temperature in Chap-
ter 3. Severe carrier freezeout increases the low-temperature Rbi significantly, and
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Figure 54: Self-heating-induced temperature increase: 4Ttotal = 4T1+4T2, where
4T1 is the increase of the average temperature in the circuit area (TRO) relative to
the chuck temperature (Tchuck), and 4T2 is the increase of the HBT temperature
(THBT ) relative to TRO.
this effect is expected to disappear with technology scaling. For third-generation
SiGe HBTs and beyond, intrinsic base doping is higher than a few 1019 cm−3. In this
section, the temperature-dependence of Rbi was measured in third-generation SiGe
HBTs for the first time, using the tetrode structure and the measurement technique
described in [159].
In Fig. 55, the measured resistance of p-type silicon vs. temperature is shown for
a range of doping concentrations, normalized to 300 K. As discussed in Chapter 3,
for doping concentrations below the Mott-transition (e.g., in the p-substrate and base
region of a first-generation NPN SiGe HBT), the temperature dependence is driven
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by both the carrier mobility and dopant ionization level. For a third-generation
SiGe HBT and beyond, the peak base doping (about 3 × 1019cm−3) lies above the
Mott-transition; thus, incomplete ionization is negligible across temperature, and the
change in base resistance across temperature is driven by the carrier mobility, which
decreases by about 25% from 300 K to 20 K, giving rise to a higher speed at 25 K than
at 294 K, as measured. Similarly, the highly doped diffusion layer shows a moderate
decrease in mobility as the temperature decreases.































Figure 55: Measured temperature dependence of the normalized base sheet resis-
tance of a third-generation SiGe HBT (peak doping about 3 × 1019 cm−3) in com-
parison with the normalized sheet resistance of other p-type Si/SiGe layers that were
shown in Fig. 24.
To understand the temperature dependence of the carrier mobility that deter-
mines the third-generation Rbi, one needs to look at the fundamental scattering
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mechanisms, including lattice, donor, acceptor, and electron-hole scattering [160],
[161]. For increasing impurity concentration, impurity and carrier scattering domi-
nate the mobility in the temperature range of interest [147]. The expression for the
combined impurity and carrier scattering mobility component consists of two terms,
the first of which has a power law dependence on temperature and dominates below
the Mott-transition, where carrier screening of impurities is weak. Above the Mott-
transition, carrier screening becomes important and the carrier mobility is dominated
by the second term, which has an inverse power law dependence on temperature in
the absence of carrier freezeout. Since in this case the dopants remain totally ionized
across temperature, with increasing doping the total carrier mobility approaches an
inverse power law dependence and exhibits a mode rate increase as the temperature
decreases. Consequently, with complete dopant ionization, Rbi merely reflects the
inverse of the change in mobility with cooling, consistent with our data.
4.5 Summary
We have investigated the path towards achieving terahertz speeds in SiGe HBTs
by examining how device scaling techniques couple of the cryogenic DC and AC char-
acteristics of these transistors. Cooling has been demonstrated to be qualitatively
similar to vertical and lateral device scaling with respect to DC, AC, and noise per-
formance in SiGe HBTs. Three different prototype fourth-generation devices were
used as a case study to explore the performance limits associated with vertical scal-
ing and parasitic reduction. A record fmax for a silicon-based transistor and the first
combined set of fT and fmax above one-terahertz for SiGe HBTs were achieved. Peak
fmax of 618 GHz and fT of 463 GHz at 4.5 K (chuck temperature) were measured
for a SiGe HBT (343 / 309 GHz at 300 K), at BVCEO of 1.62 V at 4.5 K (1.70 at
300 K) and BVCBO of 5.6 V at both 300 and 4.5 K, yielding a record fT × BVCEO
product of 750 GHz-V (510 GHz-V at 300 K). We have also demonstrated a record
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2.3 ps CML gate delay at 25 K in SiGe ring oscillators operating at 25 K. The lower
Rbi and the higher κ at cryogenic temperatures make SiGe a compelling technology
for low-temperature ultra-high-speed digital applications.
Cooled SiGe HBTs are intriguing for a number of high-performance cryogenic
applications mentioned in Chapter 1. For modern space systems (e.g., as needed for
Earth orbit, upcoming lunar and Martian missions, as well to the outer planets such
as Jupiter and Saturn and their moons), the extremely cold ambient environment
encountered (e.g., -230 C or 43 K in the polar craters on the surface of the Moon)
is highly detrimental to most electronic systems. As demonstrated here once again,
operation in such extreme cold environments is a natural fit for SiGe devices since
their performance intrinsically improves with cooling. All of these results bode well
for the further scaling of SiGe HBTs towards room temperature THz speeds. The
research work on the cryogenic SiGe HBTs helps to identify the key components for
future scaling for THz performance at 300 K.
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CHAPTER V
SCALING FOR TERAHERTZ SPEEDS
Although an effective tool for enhancing speed in SiGe HBTs as evidenced in the
previous chapter, cooling comes at added complexity and cost, and its application is
restricted due to the availability of refrigeration systems. In this chapter, we inves-
tigate two other approaches to reach terahertz speeds: alternative circuit topologies
and device scaling.
5.1 The fT -Doubler Technique
As a low-cost alternative, we here explore the use of novel circuit techniques to
enhance speed, without changing the underlying core process technology. As a pro-
totype example, it is well known that the bandwidth of a circuit can be increased by
utilizing fT -doubler techniques [162]-[164]. The potential use of fT -doubler topolo-
gies in SiGe technology have been explored in first-generation SiGe HBTs [165], and
second-generation SiGe HBTs for application to high-speed A/D converters [166].
In the present section, a 325 GHz fT -doubler circuit is implemented, for the first
time, in the third-generation, 130 nm, 200 GHz SiGe HBT. Reduced Cπ is shown
to be mainly responsible for the improvement in the cutoff frequency. Small-signal
equivalent circuit is investigated, and we show that the fT -doubler can be treated as
a single transistor unit cell during circuit design, making it easy to incorporate into
actual circuits. The impact of emitter geometry and temperature on the performance
are investigated. This SiGe fT -doubler reaches a record peak fT of 438 GHz at 93 K.
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5.1.1 fT -Doubler Analysis
The core of the SiGe HBT fT -doubler is identical to a classical Darlington pair, as
shown in Fig. 56(a). The series connection of T1 and T2 reduces the input capacitance
by one-half for each transistor. T3 biases T1 and T2 roughly at the same current level
to make the fT ’s of the devices approximately equal. The presence of T3 in parallel
with T2, however, increases the input capacitance, slightly degrading fT . Therefore
















Figure 56: (a) Schematic of the fT -doubler; (b) small-signal equivalent circuit of a
SiGe HBT.
Using the small-signal equivalent circuit of a single SiGe HBT (Fig. 56(b)), and
assuming an ideal situation where Rb = 0 and 1/Rπ = 0, one obtains the current




jω (Cπ + 2Cbc)
. (24)
Note that fT of a single transistor can be expressed as,
fT,HBT =
gm
2π (Cπ + Cbc)
. (25)








Note that the above derivation is established upon the assumption that Cπ and Cbc
are the same for all three transistors, which is not strictly true since T3 has VCB = 0 V.
Equation (25), nevertheless, gives fundamental insight into the operating principles
of fT -doublers. In addition, the base resistance of the fT -doubler is approximately
2Rb,HBT , negating the positive influence of the reduction of input capacitance on fmax.
5.1.2 DC and AC Characteristics
All devices and circuits were fabricated using IBM 8HP SiGe BiCMOS technology.
The DC measurements were performed for both a single 0.12 × 2.5 µm2 SiGe HBT
and a SiGe HBT fT -doubler with the same underlying emitter geometry. The forward
Gummel characteristics are shown in Fig. 57, from which β and gm can be extracted.
The fT -doubler produces more than 2x the β at the same IC level, while maintaining
similar gm values (Fig. 58).
Output characteristics of the single transistor and the fT -doubler are presented
in Fig. 59, with VCE = 1.5 V and 2.25 V, respectively. The collector voltage shift of
the fT -doubler, due to T3, is about 0.75 V. Observe that IC is almost doubled at a
comparable IB input drive.
Standard LRM calibration and de-embedding methods were used and the S-
parameters measured for the SiGe HBT and the fT -doubler, up to 40 GHz. After h21
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Figure 57: Measured forward Gummel characteristics of a third-generation SiGe
HBT and a SiGe HBT fT -doubler, using an emitter geometry of 0.12× 2.5 µm2
and maximum available gain (MAG) were calculated, fT and fmax can then be ex-
trapolated from 40 GHz, as depicted in Fig. 60. The peak fT increases from 196 GHz
(single SiGe HBT) to 325 GHz (fT -doubler), while fmax and MAG show moderate
decreases.
Small-signal current gain (h21) and MAG at peak-fT bias are plotted in Fig. 61
(the U data was not stable, consistent with [165]). The -20 dB/dec slope of h21 clearly
indicates the validity of our fT extraction. However, our measured frequency range
is too low to reach the -20 dB/dec region for the MAG data, indicating that the
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Figure 58: DC current gains (β) and transconductances (gm) vs. IC extracted from
DC characteristics of the SiGe HBT and the fT -doubler.
5.1.3 Small-Signal Equivalent Circuit
To better understand operation of the fT -doubler, the important small-signal pa-
rameters in Fig. 56(b), including Rb, Rπ, RO, Cπ, CO, and Gm0, were extracted for the
0.12 × 2.5 µm2 SiGe HBT and the fT -doubler built from the same device (Figs. 62-
64). The validity of this extraction method in SiGe HBTs has been well-established
in [167], and this method is also assumed to hold for the fT -doubler in the current
work. This assumption can be verified by comparing the measured and modeled
S-parameters (Fig. 65), which show excellent agreement.
Comparing these parameters across all bias conditions, and especially at peak-fT
biases shown in Table 4, one is easily to find the advantages of using the fT -doubler
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Figure 59: Forced-IB output characteristics of the SiGe HBT and the fT -doubler.
topology. Small-signal transconductance (Gm0) of the fT -doubler is almost the same
as that of a single transistor at peak-fT biases (Fig. 62). Figures 63 and 64 indicate
that Cbc increases a little while Cπ is greatly reduced for the fT -doubler, resulting in
a decrease in the total input capacitance Cπ + Cbc (from 35.8 fF down to 20.8 fF),
and therefore fT is increased. Rπ , is also improved (Figures 63).
However, side effects exist in this topology: Rb almost doubles, as expected, negat-
ing the positive influence of the fT increase on the total power gain and thus on fmax.
In addition, RO is nearly halved.
Despite the modest degradation in the power gain, and hence fmax, the greatly
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Figure 60: fT and fmax as functions of IC of the SiGe HBT and the fT -doubler
extrapolated at 40 GHz.
designers in a wide class of circuit applications. Circuits such as VCOs, ADC cores,
frequency divider/multipliers, and circuit output stages, where current gain is more
important than power gain, can all potentially benefit from this doubler topology.
In addition, the application of the fT -doubler techniques to the inherently slower
and lower gain PNP SiGe HBTs in modern complementary BiCMOS technologies
can provide better matching with NPN SiGe HBTs, producing more-ideal push-pull
circuit configurations.
5.1.4 Emitter Length Dependence
Emitter geometry (width WE and length LE) is known to have an impact on
the frequency response of SiGe HBTs, and the best performance is reported on the



































Figure 61: Maximum available gain (MAG) and h21 of the fT -doubler and the SiGe
HBT biased at a collector current needed to attain peak fT .
WE is straightforward, since larger WE increases the total Rb and hence degrades
fmax, the role of LE is more complicated, as it is affected by process issues and other
effects such as fringing fields and current crowding, and thus is worth re-visiting in
this context.
The peak fT as a function of WE for single SiGe HBTs and fT -doublers are
measured and compared in Fig. 66, in which fT -doublers consistently show more
than a 50% speed improvement and the 0.12× 2.5 µm2 emitter size remains the best
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Figure 62: Extracted Rb and Gm0 as functions of IC for the SiGe HBT and the
fT -doubler.
5.1.5 Temperature Effects
Cryogenic temperatures help enhance the speed of the fT -doubler, just as it does
for the single device (Fig. 67). A record fT of 438 GHz is achieved at 93 K for the
doubler, and the small-signal parameters at 93 K have also been derived (Table 4).
Obviously, the increased Gm0 and the decreased total input capacitance both act to
enhance the speed at cryogenic temperatures.
5.2 New Scaling Rule and Roadmap
Conventional (and simple) scaling of Si bipolar transistors ended in the 1990s when
the industry moved to CMOS devices, mainly because of the challenges associated
with power density limits in conventional bipolar circuits. It was predicted in the
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Figure 63: Extracted Rπ and Cπ as functions of IC for the SiGe HBT and the
fT -doubler.
λ2 in order to improve the device speed by λ [168]-[171]. Even today’s InP HBTs are
still following this scaling rule [90]. The incorporation of bandgap engineering with
SiGe revived the scaling of Si bipolar transistors. However, as the JC at peak fT
already hits 19 mA/µm2 in the fourth-generation SiGe HBTs, such JC ∝ λ2 scaling
rule can soon become problematic for reliability.
Based on the work [63] on the statistics of SiGe HBTs produced in the past
decade, we propose a new scaling rule and a new roadmap for future SiGe HBTs, as
summarized in Table 5. At 32 nm lithography node, SiGe HBTs should in principle
achieve THz speeds with fT / fmax of 782 / 910 GHz and BVCEO of 1.1 V.
Compared to conventional scaling rules mentioned in λ [168]-[171], JC at peak
fT here is proportional to λ
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Figure 64: Extracted RO and Cbc as functions of IC for the SiGe HBT and the
fT -doubler.
collector doping too fast, for several reasons: self-heating, electro-migration, and
breakdown voltages. Up to now, the speed of SiGe HBTs has been mainly limited
by Kirk effect (base push-out) and heterojunction barrier effect (HBE) [19]. Careful
device engineering employed in state-of-the-art SiGe HBTs improves the slope of the
fT ×BVCEO trend in SiGe HBTs, in contrast to that for III-V HBTs (Fig. 3), and a
record fT ×BVCEO of 750 GHz-V is demonstrated in Si-based transistors, benefiting
from the powerful tool of cooling in enhancing the frequency response of SiGe HBTs,
with only a minimal degradation in breakdown voltage.
However, as the collector doping in SiGe HBTs is further increased to suppress
Kirk effect and HBE for better frequency response, the impact-ionization rate at the
collector-base junction increases, and an inherent (and well-known) tradeoff exists
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Figure 65: Comparison of the measured and modeled S-parameters (S11, S12, S21/10,
and S22) for the fT -doubler.
between peak fT and breakdown voltage [172],[119]. The fT ×BVCEO will eventually
be limited by the physical upper bound of Emaxvsat/π where Emax is the maximum
electrical field that the BC junction can sustain. Theoretically, this limit can be
slightly exceeded because WCSCL is an increasing function of VCB bias. Therefore,
the VCB where peak fT is achieved in the highly-scaled SiGe HBTs will eventually be
lower than the VCB when BVCEO is measured. Consequently, clever circuit designers
can optimize the circuit topology to achieve the best needed fT and BVCEO, respec-
tively, by adjusting the corresponding VCB. In spite of this, the breakdown voltage
is becoming one of the major bottlenecks for SiGe HBT scaling. Engineering the in-
trinsic layer of the BC junction, the doping species of the SIC region [87], and the Ge
retrograde in the BC junction, therefore, becomes critically important. Meanwhile,
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Table 4: Small-signal parameters for a 0.12 × 2.5 µm2 third-generation SiGe HBT
and an fT -doubler biased at peak fT
SiGe HBT (300 K) fT -Doubler (300 K) fT -Doubler (93 K)
fT (GHz) 196 325 438
IC (mA) 3.61 7.12 6.45
Rb (Ω) 38.5 69.0 62.0
Rπ (Ω) 1474.2 4348.1 2488.9
RO (Ω) 1778.8 1000.8 1327.4
Cbc (fF) 3.66 4.25 4.00
Cπ (fF) 32.09 16.52 17.31
Gm0 (fF) 40.6 38.6 59.1
Table 5: New SiGe HBT scaling rule and roadmap
Emitter Emitter Width (nm) λ−1.4 120 90 65 45 32
Base RB (Ω) λ
−0.05 34.5 34 33.5 33 32.5
Collector CCB (fF) λ
−0.95 4.93 4.06 3.26 2.54 2.02
Collector Width (µm) λ−1.4 0.40 0.32 0.26 0.20 0.15
JC at peak fT λ
1.35 19 25 34 49 68
Performance fT (GHz) λ 300 370 470 610 782
fmax (GHz) λ 350 430 550 710 910
BVCEO (V) λ
−0.45 1.70 1.55 1.40 1.25 1.10
BVCBO (V) λ
−0.45 5.6 5.1 4.6 4.1 3.6
τf (ps) λ
−1 0.42 0.34 0.27 0.21 0.16
τgate (ps) λ
−1 3.3 2.7 2.1 1.6 1.25
fT ×BVCEO (GHz-V) λ−0.45 510 570 650 755 865
as evidenced by our cryogenic work, fmax benefits from the less aggressive collector
scaling because of lower CBC , imposing less stress on reducing RB to enhance fmax
at the same rate as fT . In fact, one of the major tasks in the state-of-the-art SiGe
HBTs is to minimize CBC , for both its intrinsic and extrinsic contributions. Newly
proposed structures, as mentioned in [173] and [174], rely on advanced Si processes
and use STI and self-aligned techniques to reduce the extrinsic CBC significantly. It is
likely that such techniques will to be necessarily employed in the future mainstream
SiGe device designs. Therefore the decrease of CBC will become the major driver for
improved fmax, as shown in Table 5.
Our cryogenic work in the previous chapter also provides another useful approach
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Figure 66: Measured peak fT as a function of emitter length (LE) for SiGe HBTs
and fT -doublers.
to reach higher BVCEO, that is, the lower β at low injection can improve BVCEO, an
important concept for the development of the next generation SiGe HBTs. One can
adjust the base and emitter doping profiles and the Ge gradient in the BE junction to
reach lower β at low injection. Moreover, the newly developed fully-silicided emitter
serves this purpose as well [175]. The fully-silicided emitter also decreases RE. As
a result, the flare-shaped emitter that is widely used in poly-emitter SiGe HBTs (to
decrease the contact resistance) will no longer be necessary. This will improve the
scalability of SiGe HBTs, and the potential problem of higher extrinsic CBE for future
SiGe HBTs, as discussed in [90], can be suppressed significantly.
To reach a higher speed with such a conservative collector scaling, as predicted in
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Figure 67: Measured peak fT as a function of temperature for the SiGe HBT and
the fT -doubler.
Table 5, engineering the BE junction becomes mandatory. This work was historically
ignored because of the difficulty in decoupling the τBE from τB and τE. Our cryogenic
work investigates the importance of τBE by using cooling to effectively adjust the BE
junction width and the Ge profile inside the BE junction. However, little work at
room temperature has been reported focusing on this part of the device optimization,
and [176] shows encouraging evidence of reducing the charging time of τBE without
necessarily increasing collector current density. It can be expected that such a reduc-
tion of τBE without aggressive collector scaling will be of paramount importance in
future scaling of SiGe HBTs in following the proposed roadmap.
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5.3 New Device Physics For THz SiGe HBTs
Here we discuss non-equilibrium base transport and base recombination (and the
associated negative differential resistance (NDR) effect) that may potentially be ev-
ident in highly-scaled SiGe HBTs at room temperature, using our cryogenic results
as a starting point.
5.3.1 Non-Equilibrium Base Transport
Fig. 68 shows the IC at different ambient temperatures for the prototype #3
(mentioned in the previous chapter) fourth-generation SiGe HBT. As classical drift-
diffusion theory predicts, the slope increases and the curve moves to the right as the
temperature decreases. However, this trend tends to saturate for this device below
about 100 K, suggesting that non-equilibrium transport is playing a role in this tem-
perature range. The extracted effective electron temperature as a function of ambient
temperature clearly shows this saturation effect (inset of Fig. 68). Consequently, the
peak β reaches a maximum of 7,900 at 77 K and then remains nearly constant to lower
temperatures; gm shows a similar behavior (Fig. 69), suggesting a stronger influence
of non-equilibrium transport at very low temperatures compared to that found in
wider-based SiGe HBTs [94].
Note that the reverse-Early effect together with BE heterojunction ([39]) also
causes non-ideal slope in IC , and it is difficult to decouple this effect from non-
equilibrium transport from simple cryogenic measurements. The magnitude of the
reverse-Early effect, nevertheless, should be a weaker function of generational scal-
ing. Therefore, it is instructional to understand the dependence of non-equilibrium
transport on the specific technology scaling node by comparing first-, third-, and
fourth-generation SiGe HBTs (prototype #3) at an ambient temperature of 43 K.
The inferred effective electron temperatures are 52, 54, and 102 K, respectively, in-
creasing monotonically with vertical scaling node, and almost doubling between third-
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Figure 68: Collector current of a fourth-generation prototype #3 SiGe HBT at
different temperatures. Inset shows the effective carrier temperature extracted from
the slope of IC as a function of chuck temperature.
and fourth-generation transistors, indicating the increased role for non-equilibrium ef-
fects at the limits of vertical scaling in SiGe HBTs. Comparing the present results
with the third-generation SiGe HBT at the same lithography node and similar cur-
rent density allows us exclude the influence of other secondary mechanisms in this
result. It can be expected that non-equilibrium transport will be significant in the fu-
ture scaled SiGe HBTs at room temperature, where aggressive vertical scaling further
accentuates this non-classic “quasi-ballistic base transport.
5.3.2 Base Recombination and NDR
Base recombination current can be expected to contribute more to the total base
current in highly-scaled SiGe HBTs because: 1) the carbon in the base can potentially
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Figure 69: Peak transconductance and peak current gain at VCB = 0.5 V for a
fourth-generation prototype #3 SiGe HBT as a function of temperature.
act as a trap, enhancing Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination; and 2) higher β
reduces the traditional diffusive base current component. This recombination effect
can be enhanced by cooling as well as by technology scaling, and will be shown
experimentally below.
The base current of the conventional well-made SiGe HBTs is mainly composed









at low and medium injection levels.
However, such VBE dependence is no longer valid for the prototype fourth-generation
SiGe HBTs at low temperatures, as shown in Fig. 41 in Chapter 4, where the slope
of IB is shown to be insensitive to temperature. The high β of these devices at low
temperatures dramatically decreases the traditional diffusion component of the total
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current, while recombination centers in the base significantly enhances recombination,
giving rise to an extra base current component (4IB) that is only weakly temperature
dependent.
The direct result of this enhancement of4IB is the negative differential resistance
effect under forced-IB input drive, as shown in Fig. 43 in Chapter 4. This effect is
more evident at higher injection levels, but is not observable in the forced-VBE output
characteristics, as shown in the right figure of Fig. 23 in Chapter 2. The heterojunc-
tion barrier at fixed IC decreases as VCE increases, resulting in a sudden increase in
4IB. Consequently, VBE necessarily shifts to a smaller value to maintain the same IB
in the forced-IB measurement, IC drops, and the NDR is induced. A related hyster-
isis effect can also be observed. This unique cryogenic phenomena is enhanced with
technology scaling, which is fundamentally different from other NDR effects induced
by the enhanced positive feedback due to heterojunction barrier effect (Fig. 23). The
latter is more often observed in the first-generation SiGe HBTs, and becomes less
important with device scaling. More detailed discussion of these phenomena can be
found in Chapter 2.
We expect that this non-ideal base current component may play a role in further
scaling of SiGe HBTs for THz speeds (at room temperature). The induced NDR and
hysterisis effects are not only potentially important for circuits, but will likely also be
challenging for accurate compact modeling using standard models (e.g., with VBIC,
HICUM or MEXTRAM).
5.4 TCAD Study of High-Speed SiGe HBTs
The DESSIS 10 TCAD tool was used in this study [177], with the hydrodynamic
model turned-on, together with the energy balance equations that include both the
energy relaxation and the collision terms. Carrier mobilities were captured by the
Philips unified mobility model, while the high field saturation was calculated using
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the Canali model by using carrier temperatures as the driving force. In order to
accurately model avalanche behavior in SiGe HBTs, the ionization coefficient was
calculated through the Okuto-Crowell model, with the driving force derived from the
local carrier temperatures. This model and its implications on improving breakdown
voltages will be further discussed in the next section.
5.4.1 TCAD Calibration
The model parameters used in TCAD were carefully calibrated on a third-generation
SiGe HBT (IBM 8HP). Figs. 70 and 71 show that the simulated fT , fmax, and mul-
tiplication factor (M − 1) match well with the measured data, verifying the validity
of the physical models used in the TCAD simulations.
The emitter recombination velocity was tuned to calibrate the Gummel charac-
teristics and β (peak β = 500 for this technology). After β is calibrated, both the
base current (IB) reversal point and the bias point where β(M − 1) = 1 can be used
to calculate BVCEO. For example, in Fig. 71, IB reverses sign at VCB = 1.1 V, where
M − 1 = 0.002. Given that VBE = 0.7 V and β = 500, both methods produce a
consistent value of BVCEO = 1.8 V.
5.4.2 Scaling Examples
Most of the targeted performance in Table 5 can be achieved in almost every
technology node. Table 6 lists the key device parameters of IBM 8HP (130 nm node)
and those SiGe HBTs simulated at Georgia Tech (90 to 45 nm node). Tables 5
and 6 are consistent all the way to the 610 GHz / 750 GHz of fT / fmax at 45 nm
lithography node. However, further lateral scaling results in an unexpectedly stronger
peripheral effects that require significantly higher current density to compensate for.
To avoid such an unrealistically high emitter current density (about 100mA/µ2),
WE = 32 nm is discarded in the roadmap. Instead, we stick to the 45 nm emitter




























Figure 70: Comparison of measured and simulated fT and fmax vs. JC of a third-
generation SiGe HBT.
resistance associated with the wider emitter window. The final device is labeled as
“GT 45 nm #2.
As shown in Table 6, base width (WB) scaling is proportional to the total transit
time. Consequently, τB maintains a near-constant portion of the total τEC . Note
that even using drift-diffusion theory, τB ∝ WB in an ultra-thin base region where
the exit velocity term dominates [56]. The increase of the collector doping level (NC)
sustains the increasing JC at peak fT (or JC,peak) in Table 5, as JC,peak follows the
roadmap at 90, 65, and 45 nm lithography node, as shown in Figs 72 and 73. The
roadmap, however, underestimates the JC,peak by 20% in GT 45 nm #2 as compared
to the 32 nm node in Table 5. Although high JC is normally desirable for better
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Figure 71: Comparison of measured and simulated M − 1 and IB vs. VCB of a
third-generation SiGe HBT.
linearity, it nonetheless raises serious reliability issues regarding the silicided emitter
contact with further device scaling. The current JC,peak by 20% in “GT 45 nm #2
is sustainable in current IBM technology; however, this will become the single most
important bottleneck for THz scaling of SiGe HBTs. Apparently, fT of 790 GHz and
fmax of 960 GHz are achievable in the 45 nm technology node.
5.5 Superjunction Collector Design for Improving Break-
down Voltage
In this section, we propose a novel idea for using a “superjunction collector to
significantly improve the avalanche breakdown behavior of SiGe HBTs with little or
no impact on device speed, and apply it to the design of a SiGe HBT with a target
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Table 6: Key device parameters of IBM 8HP (130 nm) and SiGe HBTs simulated
at Georgia Tech (90 to 45 nm).
WE 130 nm 90 nm 65 nm 45 nm #1 45nm #2
Peak fT (GHz) 207 375 442 614 789
Peak fmax (GHz) 285 445 545 750 958
Base Width (WB) WB0 0.63WB0 0.45WB0 0.34WB0 0.27WB0
Base Doping (NB) NB0 1.9NB0 1.5NB0 1.5NB0 1.5NB0
RBI (kΩ/square) 2.0 1.7 3.0 4.0 5.0
Collector Doping (NC) NC0 2.4NC0 3.6NC0 3.6NC0 7.2NC0
performance of 100 GHz peak fT and 3.0 V BVCEO.
5.5.1 Abrupt Superjunction Design
As we have discussed, a lower β can always lead to a higher BVCEO. In order to
maintain a useful DC current gain, all simulated devices in this work maintain β of
above 200.
Based on the third-generation SiGe HBT device structure, the highest BVCEO
that can be obtained by standard SIC optimization is 2.67 V. This is achieved by
lowering the SIC doping level of third-generation SiGe HBTs. Doing so lowers fT and
JC at the peak fT bias (JC,peak) while improving fmax and the avalanche behavior of
the CB junction.
The non-local avalanche behavior in the standard collector optimization of a SiGe
HBT is shown in Fig. 74. This figure demonstrates a “dead space region (as defined
in [39]) between the peaks of the electron temperature (Tn) and the electric field. A
careful study of this non-local effect suggests that proper tuning of the electric field
in the CB SCR could potentially improve the avalanche breakdown behavior.
As defined in the Okuto-Crowell model in [177], the electron ionization coefficient
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Figure 72: Cutoff frequency (fT ) as a function of IC for a fourth-generation SiGe
HBT and four experimental SiGe HBTs simulated at Georgia Tech.
where a, b, c, d, and are fitting parameters. Non-local effects are taken into account
by using Tn to calculate the effective field, E
eff
n , as described in [177]
As an indication of the electron kinetic energy, Tn affects αn exponentially, as
shown in Eq. 27. An exponential increase in αn, in turn, dramatically increases the
electron avalanche generation rate (Gii), which can be approximated by:
Gii = αn · n · vn. (28)
The high electron kinetic energy near peak Tn is mainly obtained by electrons traveling
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Figure 73: Maximum oscillation frequency (fmax) as a function of IC for a fourth-
generation SiGe HBT and four experimental SiGe HBTs simulated at Georgia Tech.
through the “dead space region where the high electric field rapidly accelerates the
electrons. If part of the high electric field could somehow be shifted deeper into the
CB SCR, Tn could be significantly reduced while maintaining the same voltage drop
across the SCR, leading to a lower avalanche current at the same VCB.
In terms of AC performance, the transit time through the CB SCR is mainly de-
termined by the width of the depletion region due to electron velocity saturation [56].
Standard SIC optimization for higher BVCEO decreases the collector doping level,
which inevitably widens the CB SCR, giving rise to a higher CB transit time and
degrading fT .
Therefore, a “superjunction technique is proposed here as a means to lower the
peak CB electric field. As shown in Fig. 75, two abrupt PN junctions (a superjunction)
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Figure 74: Simulated electron temperature and electric field in a SiGe HBT with
standard collector (the peak fT = 105 GHz and BVCEO = 2.67 V ).
were carefully designed and placed into the CB SCR. The electric field in the depletion
region can be favorably adjusted in this way. In addition, since no net total charge is
put into the CB depletion region, (the p and n-doping cancel out), the superjunction
does not change the width of the CB SCR, and the AC performance of the transistor
is not compromised.
TCAD simulations were conducted on SiGe HBTs with a standard collector de-
sign and a superjunction collector design, both shown in Fig. 75. Besides the four
alternatively-doped layers that form the superjunction, all other doping profiles are
the same for the two devices for ease of comparison. The simulation results are shown
in Figs. 76-79.
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Figure 75: The doping profile used in the TCAD simulation, including the standard
collector doping and the PN superjunction.
The higher electric field induced by the superjunction shifts more voltage drop
deeper into CB SCR, as evidenced by the lower electric field near the CB metallurgical
junction, and the higher electric field in the deep CB SCR (Figs. 76). Consequently,
comparing the electrostatic potentials of the two profiles, one can easily see that the
superjunction collector design shows a smaller slope in the electrostatic potential at
the shallow CB SCR (mostly in the “dead space region)and a steeper slope in the
deep CB SCR. This is a clear evidence of the electric field shift.
As a result, the lower peak electric field in the “dead space region decreases
the peak Tn by 10% (Fig. 77). Due to the exponential dependence of the ionization
coefficient on Tn, as described in Equation (27), the peak αn is nearly halved in the
superjunction collector design (Fig. 77). The resultantM−1 is decreased by almost an
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Figure 76: Comparison of electrostatic potential and electric field of the standard
collector with that of a superjunction collector.
order of magnitude at fixed VCB, and, therefore, BVCEO improves by 0.33 V (Fig. 78),
a 12% increase over the standard collector design, and clearly of significance to circuit
designers.
Since no net total charge is put into the CB depletion region, the superjunction
does not change the width of the CB SCR to first order. Consequently, it has little
influence on the device speed. This was verified, as shown in Fig. 79, where the minor
fT degradation (< 4%) is caused by the more severe heterojunction barrier effect in
the new collector design owing to the smaller voltage drop near the CB metallurgical
junction. This small degradation occurs at peak-fT current density and above and is
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Figure 77: Comparison of electron temperature and ionization coefficient of the
standard collector with that of a superjunction collector.
thus not important for most circuit applications. In addition, with higher operating
voltage, the higher VCB of the new design decreases the CB capacitance, which in
turn enhances peak fmax by about 10 GHz (Fig. 79).
5.5.2 Practical Profile Design
Thermal cycles have little impact on the superjunction device performance. Fig. 80
shows the Gaussian distribution of the PN superjunction after the doping in Fig. 75
goes through thermal cycles. The resultant device still shows a peak fT / fmax of
100 / 349 GHz at a BVCEO of 3.02 V (Fig. 81).
A more simplified doping profile can be achieved if we merge the two phosphorous
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  Simulated IBM 8WL-Alike
  Standard Collector
  Superjunction Collector
VBE = 0.7 V
T = 300 K
Figure 78: Simulated multiplication factor for the IBM 8WL, standard collector,
and superjunction collector SiGe HBTs.
implants into the background SIC doping (Fig 82). In this way, only two Boron
implants are required, and only one block-out mask is needed.
The simplified superjunction collector SiGe HBT shows an ideal output charac-
teristics (Fig. 83), improved avalanche behavior (Fig. 84), and ideal AC performance
with fT = 105 GHz and fmax = 351 GHz (Fig. 85).
Nevertheless, the added superjunction in the CB SCR affects device speed at a
low VCB. This is because the CB SCR decreases its width at lower CB biases, and the
superjunction prevents SCR width from shrinking at low VCB, giving rise to a higher
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Figure 79: Comparison of fT and fmax of the standard collector SiGe HBT with
that of a superjunction one.
superjunction device is biased in saturation. This effect can indeed be observed in
Fig. 86. The solution to this problem is to not place the superjunction too deep into
the CB SCR. As shallow superjunctions cannot fully utilize the dead space effect, the
enhancement of the breakdown voltage will be affected. Therefore, a trade-off exists
between the low-VCB fT and BVCEO improvement, and our simplified superjunction
in Fig. 82 presents a good balance between these two, as evidenced by Figs. 84 and 86.
5.5.3 Benchmarking
In the bipolar transistor design, there is a well-known fundamental trade-off between
fT and the breakdown voltage (BVCEO or BVCBO). While BVCEO is the result of a
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Figure 80: The doping profile of Gaussian superjunction representing the impact of
thermal cycles.
positive feedback mechanism and can be increased by either decreasing the current
gain or improving the avalanche behavior of the CB junction, BVCBO can only be
enhanced by improved CB junction designs. In many RF circuit designs, both BVCEO
and BVCBO are important, since together they set the maximum operating voltages
in common-emitter mode, and common-base mode, respectively. Clearly, the increase
in BVCEO in this work is not caused by β. Indeed the superjunction collector design
improves the avalanche behavior of the CB junction, which should improve both
BVCEO and BVCBO. However, the improved BVCBO, which is usually several volts
higher thanBVCEO, is not reported in this work, due to the limitation of the calibrated
Okuto-Crowell model used in TCAD. An actual fabricated SiGe HBT is needed for
an accurate study of the BVCBO of the “superjunction collector device, and this
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  Standard Collector (110GHz/2.67V)
  Superjunction Collector (Abrupt Profile)
  Superjunction Collector (Gaussians)
VBE = 0.7 V
T = 300 K
Figure 81: Simulated multiplication factor for a standard, abrupt superjunction,
and Gaussian superjunction collector SiGe HBTs.
experimental work is in progress.
Fig. 87 shows the extent to which this novel superjunction collector SiGe HBT
can improve the state-of-the-art. The curved line indicates the trade-off between fT
and BVCEO. Conventional profile optimization of the SIC doping cannot move above
this line; however, the new superjunction collector can break this barrier, achieving
a device with: fT = 101 GHz, fmax = 351 GHz, and BVCEO = 3.0 V (at 130 nm).
We believe that such a novel collector design can either be fabricated using a
fully epitaxially-grown structure, as demonstrated in [174], or possibly by using ion
implantation combined with laser annealing. This superjunction SiGe HBT design
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Figure 82: The doping profile of the simplified superjunction collector SiGe HBT.
can potentially be applied to all epi-base bipolar transistors (NPN or PNP) to achieve
improved breakdown voltage without performance loss.
5.5.4 Comparison with Other Inventions
The structure proposed in the present work is significantly different from that
found in [122], [120], and [178]. Superjunction techniques were historically employed
in the body or substrate of semiconductor power devices to improve the breakdown
voltage / on-state resistance (Ron) trade-off (e.g., [122]). While enabling a high doping
level to reduce Ron, such a superjunction in a high-power device maintains an SCR
that is wide enough to sustain a bias of more than 50 V. However, the superjunction
described here for use in high-speed SiGe HBTs is aimed at altering the Tn profile
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Figure 83: Output characteristics of the simplified superjunction collector SiGe
HBT.
while preserving the minimum CB SCR width, and thus maintaining high speed
operation.
In [120] and [178], an i-p+ layer was inserted between the base and collector of
a GaAs HBT to form an inverted field that prevents the electrons from moving out
of the Γ-valley. In this way, inter-valley scattering is minimized and near-ballistic
transport of electrons can be achieved. Such a structure was designed to utilize
velocity overshoot in GaAs, however, and hence, cannot be applied to Si-based bipolar
transistors. In fact, such an i-p+ layer located between the base and collector regions
would degrade the frequency response of a SiGe HBT because of the increased effective
base transit time.
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VBE = 0.7 V
T = 300 K
SIC Types:
  Standard  (fT = 105 GHz)
  Superjunction  (fT = 100 GHz)
  Simplified Superjunction  (fT = 105 GHz)
Figure 84: M−1 for a standard, abrupt superjunction, and simplified superjunction
collector SiGe HBTs.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, a SiGe HBT fT -doubler topology improves the speed of 130-
nm, 200-GHz, third-generation SiGe HBTs up to 325 GHz at room temperature and
438 GHz at 93 K. A comprehensive investigation of the small-signal model of the
doubler is conducted, for the first time, to explore the origins and implications of the
fT improvement. It is shown that the fT -doubler can be treated as a single transistor
unit cell for circuit design. Issues such as emitter geometry scaling and temperature
dependence are investigated, further providing useful information for circuit designers.
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Figure 85: fT and fmax of a standard, superjunction, and simplified superjunction
collector SiGe HBTs.
HBTs by examining how device scaling techniques couple of the cryogenic DC and
AC characteristics of these transistors. A new roadmap of SiGe HBT device scaling
is given, and the research work on the cryogenic SiGe HBTs helps to identify the
key components for future scaling, as well as some interesting device physics that can
indeed be observed in these highly-scaled transistors, and which may potentially play
a role in sustained scaling for THz performance at 300 K. TCAD simulations with
well calibrated hydrodynamic models were used for the scaling study of SiGe HBTs,
and it is shown by TCAD simulation that fT of 790 GHz and fmax of 960 GHz are
achievable in the 45 nm technology node..
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Figure 86: fT vs. VCB of a standard, superjunction, and simplified superjunction
collector SiGe HBTs.
We have also proposed a novel idea for using a “superjunction collector to sig-
nificantly improve the avalanche breakdown behavior of SiGe HBTs with little or no
impact on device speeds, and apply it to the design of a SiGe HBT with 100 GHz
peak fT and 3.0 V BVCEO. Practical profiles such as Gaussian-shaped profiles and
a simplified superjunction design where the phosphorous implants were merged into
the background SIC doping are proposed and examined. This novel technique might
potentially be useful for all high-speed bipolar transistors.
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In this chapter, we explore full-band Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of silicon-
based bipolar transistors using commercial Sentaurus SPARTA [180]. With technol-
ogy scaling, electron transport in the CB SCR and the ultra-thin base region becomes
quasi-ballistic, and a strong velocity overshoot occurs [186]. TCAD tools based on
drift-diffusion (DD) cannot simulate velocity overshoot because DD assumes that elec-
trons reach thermal equilibrium instantly with the lattice through scattering, while
hydrodynamic models (HD) capture velocity overshoot under the assumption that the
electron gas is slowly drifting and hot. However, such an assumption is questionable
for ballistic transport where carriers become rapid drifting and cool. Therefore, more
accurate solutions of the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) become necessary in
verifying the accuracy of HD or DD in each technology node of SiGe HBTs.
6.1 Issues with TCAD Tools
Theoretically speaking, HD should be more accurate than DD due to the higher
moments of BTE used. Unfortunately, HD overestimates the velocity overshoot and
hence fT , as compared to the direct solution of BTE [187], [188]. The extent of
the overestimation varies from simulator to simulator. For example, [188] finds
considerable overestimation of velocity overshoot in 75-GHz SiGe HBTs using and HD
simulator, and the result from DD simulation [188] agrees well with MC simulation.
Such a conclusion is against intuition, and is untrue in more modern TCAD tools
(e.g. [182]). In our experience with Sentaurus Device (previously Dessis), HD is more
accurate than DD in the simulation of second- and third-generation SiGe HBTs.
Therefore, HD is used by most companies and research teams nowadays to assist the
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design of modern SiGe HBTs.
MC simulation of semiconductor devices has more than 40 years of history, and
Kurosawa first applied MC techniques to high-field semiconductor transport in 1966 [179].
Since then, MC has been regarded as the most accurate way of solving the BTE, and
tremendous progress has been made by numerous university groups and research
labs, as summarized in [131]. In addition, commercial MC tools such as Sentaurus
SPARTA and Sentaurus MOCA as described in [180] became available to commercial
customers outside the small MC research community.
However, fully functional MC simulations are still unavailable in commercial MC
tools for the following reasons. On the one hand, technical support of commercial
MC tools is very costly because most users do not have the expertise to deal with
the more complicated MC simulator as they normally do with HD/DD tools. On
the other hand, companies are reluctant to pay for the technical support of MC
simulators because: (1) Empirically tuning of HD parameters seems to be sufficient
in regular technology development, and (2) the large numerical computation burden
of MC simulation increases the production cycle. As a result, MC simulation is
excluded from regular device engineering, despite the limitation of HD simulators.
Consequently, even some functions that were claimed to be available in the Sentaurus
MC manual are not truly functional. We will revisit this issue in the study of impact
ionization.
It is, therefore, important to identify the technology node at which HD simulators
are no longer adequate for device engineering with the aid of MC simulations. As
mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, scaling of bipolar transistors challenges
hydrodynamic models in at least two ways: velocity overshoot and breakdown behav-
ior in the CB junction, both of which have been studied by MC simulations in [91],
[181], and [182]. These papers, however, only studied devices slower than 100 GHz,
and little progress has been made in the MC simulation of more advanced SiGe HBTs
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where HD models become more questionable.
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Figure 88: Simulated electron density vs. depth in a Si BJT with doping profiles
equivalent to a 200-GHz SiGe HBT. The dashed line denotes hydrodynamic simula-
tion, and the solid line shows Monte Carlo simulation.
It is also important to point out that the calibration of HD models that had been
“proven correct by existing technologies is quite tricky. What is routinely done in de-
vice engineering is to start with a SIMS profile and calibrate the profiles to match the
measured data for each technology. Sometimes model parameters have to be tuned
to match multiple curves (e.g. fT vs. IC and (M − 1) vs. VCB curves), and those
parameters are especially empirical when it comes to base current calibration. One
can change carrier life time, tune surface recombination velocity, or manually create
recombination/generation centers to reach the same base current. Similar flexibility
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also exits in tuning the M − 1 behavior. Iterations have to be made during the cali-
bration process, and the final parameter set will be carried over as the starting point
for the next generation technology. This is a self-consistent methodology; however,
the error of the SIMS data themselves can be as high as 20%, and it can be even worse
in doping retrogrades [39]. Therefore, the calibrated profile and the parameter sets
may not be real. For instance, if the collector doping in HD simulation is lower than
the actual doping, one may end up tuning the impact ionization parameters instead
to match the M − 1 performance.
6.2 Velocity Overshoot
The same doping profile of a third-generation SiGe HBT is used in both Sen-
taurus MC and HD simulations for comparison. Germanium is not included in the
simulations. Hence, we study Si BJTs to avoid the computation of SiGe composite
of different germanium mole fractions. The simulation of a full SiGe HBT should
involve making artificial staircases of SiGe with different germanium mole fractions
whose band structures can be calculated by the Sentaurus band structure tool [180],
and it is worth exploring in future research.
Convergence of MC simulation is achieved by setting MC time longer than 10 ms
with 100 intervals (100 µs in each interval) for Sentaurus SPARTA. The good agree-
ment between HD and MC curves regarding electron density in Fig. 88 and electric
field in Fig. 89 confirms that the simulation has converged.
In Fig. 90, velocity overshoot can be demonstrated by the peak values of the
simulated electron velocity (about 2.5×107 cm·s−1) that is 2x higher than the thermal
velocity (vth) and saturation velocity (vsat), both of which are about 10
7 cm · s−1 in
silicon. Note the physical meanings of vth and vsat are different as indicated in [93].
The extremely high electric field over the thin CB SCR is responsible for the velocity
overshoot observed. HD and MC show good agreement in terms of the electron
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Figure 89: Simulated electron temperature (or electron energy) and electric field
vs. depth in a Si BJT with doping profiles equivalent to a 200-GHz SiGe HBT. The
dashed lines denote hydrodynamic simulation, and the solid lines show Monte Carlo
simulation.
velocity profile, demonstrating that the HD simulation of device speed is still valid in
the third-generation SiGe HBT technology node. According to our knowledge, this
is the first time that the HD model has been verified by MC simulation in 200-GHz
devices, and this conclusion is contrary to the previous benchmarking work in [188].
The dead-space effect can be observed in Fig. 89 where the location of the peak
electron temperature (or electron energy) differs from that of the peak electric field.
The electron temperature is an indication of electron kinetic energy, and higher kinetic
energy causes stronger impact ionization. Although HD captures the dead-space
effect, the length of the dead space is not consistent with the MC result.
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Figure 90: Simulated electron velocity vs. depth in a Si BJT with doping profiles
equivalent to a 200-GHz SiGe HBT. The dashed line denotes hydrodynamic simula-
tion, and the solid line shows Monte Carlo simulation.
Let us further discuss the implication of Fig. 89. In terms of the HD simulation re-
sult, electron temperature reaches its maximum in the middle of the CB space charge
region. This phenomena results from the balance between two forces: the accelerat-
ing electric field and the scattering inside CB SCR; an electron gains its energy as
it travels through the electric field while losing energy through scattering. However,
MC simulation clearly shows that the electron mainly gains energy throughout the
entire space charge region, and then quickly loses energy through scattering at the
edge of the space charge region. The different conclusions based on the two simulation
methods are important for collector engineering in SiGe HBTs faster than 200 GHz.
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6.3 Impact Ionization
Numerous assumptions in hydrodynamic models are questionable in more advanced
SiGe HBTs, and the modeling of impact ionization is particular difficult transistors.
The current model parameters used for HD impact ionization were calibrated in bulk
silicon [177], under the assumption that electron temperature (Tn) is the driving
force of impact ionization. Ionization coefficient (αn) is first calculated in bulk silicon
undergoing certain electric field. The electric field is then converted to Eeff that is
a function of Tn of the bulk silicon. Consequently, the empirical αn vs. Tn can be
determined as shown in Equation (27) in Chapter 5. Such an assumption, however, is
too bold, because transport in bulk silicon is significantly different than that in thin
silicon layers. Spatial velocity overshoot that happens in the CB junction cannot be
fully understood if one only looks into bulk silicon. Moreover, Tn is a convenient
approximation only. It represents the electron kinetic energy, and is less meaningful
under high field, when electron distribution becomes severely non-Maxwellian [130].
Consequently, MC simulation of impact ionization is more reliable than HD.
6.3.1 Limitations of Hydrodynamic Models
To understand the complexity of the problem mentioned above, let us first revisit
the concept of electron temperature in the derivation of hydrodynamic models by
following the analyses in [183] and [184]. By substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (6) in









+ qn~v · ~E = CW − (Gn −Rn)w, (29)
where w is the average energy, ~v the average velocity, ~Q the heat flux, and 
T the
temperature tensor. The electron velocity consists of two components, or, ~u = ~c+ ~v,
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in which ~c is the random component of the electron velocity. Therefore, the heat flux

























k (T11 + T22 + T33) . (32)
Three assumptions have to be made to simplify Eq. (29).
Assumption #1: the tensor 
T collapses to a scaler quantity, or T11 = T22 =
T33 = Tn, and this is the definition of the electron temperature that we used in the
hydrodynamic simulation.
Assumption #2: the relaxation time approximation is a constant, that is,







kTL, and TL is the lattice temperature.
Assumption #3: ~Q = −kn∇r · Tn, where kn is the thermal conductivity.
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Eq. (34) is the fundamental equation used in most of the hydrodynamic/energy
balance simulators, where Tn is also used as the driving force for all impact ioniza-
tion models with hydrodynamics [177]. Unfortunately, however, none of the three
assumptions mentioned above are justified under high field: The tensor 
T cannot be
simplified as a scaler, as electrons have significantly higher energies along the direc-
tion of the electric field; the assumption that kn and τW are constant is for electrons
with high kinetic energies.
Most importantly, the temperature tensor 
T itself in Eq. 32 loses key information
under high field: the form (shape) of the distribution function. The connotation of us-
ing such a parameter is that carrier distribution is approximated to be Maxwellian (or
more strictly speaking, the displaced Maxwellian distribution), and the distribution
function, f , can be fully expressed by one parameter: T . However, as the distribution
function becomes highly asymmetric and distorted (or non-Maxwellian) in high-field
transport, 
T alone conveys no information beyond the total kinetic energy, and the
distribution function is not defined. Understanding of this matter provides insight
into why impact ionization parameters extracted from bulk silicon cannot be used in
highly-scaled semiconductor transistors where abrupt spatial changes of electric field
produces different distribution functions that do not apply bulk silicon.
The current (temporary) solution in HD simulations is to calibrate those parame-
ters in hydrodynamic models for each technology node. Such a temporary parameter
set, nevertheless, cannot be predictive for future technologies. Therefore, Monte Carlo
simulation seems to be the best and the only solution for studying impact ionization
in device scaling.
6.3.2 Sentaurus Monte Carlo Simulation
Sentaurus Device has two Monte Carlo simulators: MOCA and SPARTA. The
former does ensemble Monte Carlo (EMC) simulation while the latter simulates one
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particle after another. The difference between EMC and single-particle MC is im-
portant in non-ergodic systems [131]. In MOCA, one defines the simulated carrier
type by setting “carrier=e or “h in the “math section; whereas SPARTA inte-
grates pre-simulated density distributions over the entire Monte Carlo window and
simulates only the carrier type with the greater integral of the density. Either way,
electrons are simulated in NPN transistors.
According to the user’s manual [180], one can set the impact ionization model in
MOCA by using “impact_ionization_model=Cartier in the “physics section, and
then set all the parameters in the “impact section. One can also choose Bude’s
model or Kane’s model as the impact ionization model. SPARTA handles avalanche
with less complexity as well as less flexibility; only Catier’s model is available, but
one only needs to set “IIFactor=1.0 to switch on impact ionization.
Ideally, after impact ionization is simulated, one can derive the device multipli-
cation factor through its impact ionization generation rate (Giin), e.g. the parameter
“eMCAvalanche in SPARTA. The ionization coefficient can be calculated using:
Giin = nvαn. (35)
ThenM−1 across the CB junction can be extracted using the conclusion in [184]:
M − 1 = e
∫W
0 αndx − 1. (36)
Unfortunately, neither of the current MC simulators in Sentaurus is able to sim-
ulate impact ionization, despite what is claimed in the manuals. Impact ionization
is a multi-particle process, and it cannot be simulated if only one kind of particle is
simulated. As Professor Yoder indicated, one could in principle implement 2-particle
simulation and then iterate, but this function is unavailable at the moment. This
conclusion can also be verified by comparing the impact ionization rate simulated in
the HD simulator with that in the MC simulator (Fig. 91). In this figure, HD makes
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Figure 91: Simulated electron impact ionization rate vs. depth in a Si BJT with
doping profiles equivalent to a 200-GHz SiGe HBT. The dashed line denotes hydro-
dynamic simulation, and the solid line shows Monte Carlo simulation.
more sense than MC, because strong impact ionization is expected to take place in
CB SCR. It is strongly recommended that future commercial MC tools should include
impact ionization.
6.3.3 Zener Tunneling
Another important mechanism for breakdown is Zener tunneling. Device engineers
have been paying attention to impact ionization while ignoring the Zener process in
the study of the CB junction, mainly because the collector doping has not been high
enough to cause significant Zener tunneling. With collector doping above 1018 cm−3
in SiGe HBTs near half-THz performance, Zener tunneling becomes significant [185].
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There are evidence of the Zener process even in slower SiGe HBTs. In the work
reported in [181], the authors have to manually increase the phonon scattering rates
in the MC simulator by 6% to match measuredM−1 data. It is likely that this extra
current component is due to Zener tunneling. A more direct evidence can be shown
in our cryogenic measurement of fourth-generation SiGe HBTs that are reported in
Chapter 4. The BVCBO of these transistors remains at 5.6 V at a temperature range
of 4.5 K to 300 K. Traditionally, BVCBO is expected to have a positive temperature
coefficient if the breakdown behavior is caused by avalanching (because impact ion-
ization is less effective when the mean free path is shorter at higher temperature),
and a slight positive temperature coefficient if breakdown is dominated by the Zener
process. Therefore, the measured constant BVCBO against temperature results from
a combination of both Zener and avalanching.
Zener tunneling is expected to play a more important role with scaling. Mean-
while, current device simulators (HD or MC) cannot capture Zener process, and this
function is highly desirable in future TCAD study for SiGe HBTs.
6.4 Summary
This chapter studies velocity overshoot and impact ionization by comparing MC and
HD simulation results. It is demonstrated that the HD models used in Sentaurus De-
vice Simulator gives decent results in terms of velocity overshoot in a third-generation
SiGe HBT; however, the dead-space effect is more significant in the MC simulation,
revealing a different acceleration-scattering balancing process. Roadblocks of HD and
MC simulations of THz SiGe HBTs have been identified, and the ability to simulate




CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis has studied the behavior of SiGe HBTs at cryogenic temperatures and its
relation to device scaling and optimization. One can explain a novel negative differen-
tial resistance (NDR) effect and a collector current kink effect in the first-generation
SiGe HBTs at deep cryogenic temperature within the traditional drift-diffusion frame-
work. A theory of positive feedback due to the enhanced heterojunction barrier effect
at deep cryogenic temperature is proposed to explain such effects. This theory is
instructs the profile optimization of the germanium and base doping profiles to both
suppress carrier freezeout and the heterojunction barrier effect at deep cryogenic tem-
peratures, leading to a significant improvement in the DC and RF performance for
NASA lunar missions.
Cooling is further used as a tuning knob to better understand the performance
limits of SiGe HBTs. The consequences of cooling SiGe HBTs are in many ways
similar to those of combined vertical and lateral device scaling. A case study of low-
temperature DC and RF performance of prototype fourth-generation SiGe HBTs is
presented. It summarizes the performance of all three prototypes of these fourth-
generation SiGe HBTs within the temperature range of 4.5 to 300 K. This work helps
to analyze the key optimization issues associated with device scaling to terahertz
speeds at room-temperature. Record performance is also achieved in a CML ring
oscillator with 2.3 ps gate delay operating at cryogenic temperatures. Decreased
intrinsic base sheet resistance is measured and contributes to the high fmax and the
short gate delay.
As an alternative method, an fT -doubler technique is presented as an attempt
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to reach half-terahertz speeds. In addition, a roadmap for terahertz device scaling is
given, and the potential relevant physics that will necessarily be encountered in future
device scaling are examined, including higher base recombination current component
and non-equilibrium base transport. TCAD simulation using hydrodynamic models
confirms the possibility of reaching THz performance in SiGe HBTs. Subsequently,
a novel superjunction collector design is proposed for higher breakdown voltages.
Such a novel method was used in 100-GHz SiGe HBTs to improve breakdown volt-
ages. Practical profiles were designed for actual device engineering. At last, Monte
Carlo simulations are explored to study velocity overshoot and impact ionization of
aggressively-scaled SiGe HBTs.
Carrier transport in highly-scaled or cooled SiGe HBTs is an open topic, and
the direct solution of the Boltzmann transport equation is becoming increasingly
important for these transistors. For future directions, SiGe HBTs will continue to
play a major role in extreme environment applications (high radiation and/or low
(or high) temperatures). Emerging markets for SiGe HBTs include all high-speed IC
applications and possibly low-power electronics.
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